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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | xiii

Documentation Conventions | xiii

Documentation Feedback | xvi

Requesting Technical Support | xvi

Use this guide to understand how to install, configure, and use JSA Vulnerability Manager.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page xiv defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page xiv defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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What's New for Users in JSA Vulnerability Manager
7.4.0

JSAVulnerabilityManager 7.4.0 introduces a new search parameter to identify controversial vulnerabilities,
and enhancements to vulnerability exceptions.

Controversial Vulnerabilities Search Parameters

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 includes new search parameters that leverage vulnerability data that is
retrieved from multiple scanners. The Found by Scanner and Not Found by Scanner parameters provide
the following benefits:

• Reduce data set redundancy through the removal of duplicate vulnerabilities.

• Improve quality of results by reducing potential false positives.

• Compare vulnerabilities discovered by multiple scanners to improve scanning techniques and identify
shortcomings.

Enhancement to Vulnerability Exceptions

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 removes a limitation that allowed users to create exceptions for only one
vulnerability instance in an exception rule. You can now create rules that include exceptions for multiple
vulnerabilities.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Vulnerability Manager User Guide.
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Installations and Deployments

Depending on the product that you install and whether you upgrade JSA or install a new system, the
Vulnerabilities tab might not be displayed.

You Access JSA Vulnerability Manager by Using the Vulnerabilities Tab:

• If you install JSA, the Vulnerabilities tab is enabled by default with a temporary license key.

• If you install Log Manager, the Vulnerabilities tab is not enabled. You can purchase the license for JSA
Vulnerability Manager separately and enable it by using a license key.

For more information about upgrading, see the Upgrading Juniper Secure Analytics to 7.4.0.

JSA Vulnerability Manager License

To use JSA Vulnerability Manager after an install or upgrade, you must upload and allocate a valid license
key. For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide. The license for JSA
Vulnerability Manager license is applied and processed in real time to JSA Vulnerability Manager scanned
assets that have at least one IP address. The JSA VulnerabilityManager scanmust fall within the configured
retention time for the IP address of the asset.

1. From the Admin tab, click the Asset Profiler Configuration

2. Find the Asset IP Retention (In Days) row to edit the asset IP retention value.

3. Change the retention value or check that it is suitable for your needs. The default asset IP retention
value is 120 days.

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager Licenses

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager are combined into one offering and both are enabled
through a single base license. The combined offering provides an integrated network scanning and
vulnerability management workflow. With the base license, you are entitled to use JSA Vulnerability
Manager to scan up to 256 assets. You can integrate JSA RiskManager with up to 50 standard configuration
sources. If you are entitled to either JSA VulnerabilityManager or JSA RiskManager, you are automatically
entitled to the base license allowance for the other product. You require extra licenses to scan more than
256 assets or to integrate with more than 50 configuration sources.
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Vulnerability Processing and Scanning Deployments

When you install and license JSA VulnerabilityManager, a vulnerability processor is automatically deployed
on your JSA console.

The vulnerability processor provides a scanning component by default. If required, you can deploy more
scanners, either on dedicated JSAVulnerabilityManagermanaged host scanner appliances or JSAmanaged
hosts. For example, you can deploy a vulnerability scanner on an Event Collector or JSA flow processor.

If required, you canmove the vulnerability processor to a different managed host in your deployment. You
might move the processor to preserve disk space on your JSA console.

NOTE: You can have only one vulnerability processor in your deployment. You can move the
vulnerability processor only to a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager processor appliance. You
can't add a vulnerability processor to the JSA Flow Processor appliance.

Auto Updates and Vulnerability Information

When you run the auto update, you get the most recent vulnerability metadata and scan tools that are
available. Configure your auto updates through an Internet connection or from a local offline server.
Typically, vulnerability metadata and scan tools are updated weekly.

As a best practice, ensure that you run auto updates after you install a JSA software update. Run auto
update from the Admin tab, by clicking the Auto Update icon.

For more information about installing JSA auto updates, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Vulnerability Backup and Recovery | 23

Ports Used for Communication Between JSA and JSA Vulnerability Manager Managed Hosts | 23
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Vulnerability Backup and Recovery

You can use the backup and recovery capabilities in JSA to back up and restore JSA Vulnerability Manager
vulnerability and configuration data.

When you install JSAVulnerabilityManager, the JSA nightly or on-demand backups include JSAVulnerability
Manager scan profiles, scan results, and configuration information.

You can configure data or configuration backups and recovery by using the Admin tab.

For more information about backup and recovery, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Ports Used for Communication Between JSA and JSA Vulnerability Manager Managed Hosts | 23

Options for Moving the Vulnerability Processor in Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment | 24

Options for Adding Scanners to Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment | 29

Ports Used for Communication Between JSA and JSA
Vulnerability Manager Managed Hosts

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses secure ports to connect to managed hosts.

Ports Used for Communication

The following table describes the ports that are used for secure communication between JSA and JSA
Vulnerability Manager managed hosts.

Table 3: JSA Vulnerability Manager Communication Ports

ProtocolPortCommunication

TCP22, 9999, 8989, 8844JSA console to JSA Vulnerability
Manager processor
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Table 3: JSA Vulnerability Manager Communication Ports (continued)

ProtocolPortCommunication

TCP22JSA console to JSA Vulnerability
Manager scanner

TCP443JSA Vulnerability Manager processor
to JSA console

TCP9999JSAVulnerabilityManager scanner to
JSA Vulnerability Manager processor

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Options for Moving the Vulnerability Processor in Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment | 24

Options for Adding Scanners to Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment | 29

JSA Vulnerability Manager High-availability Scans | 35

Options for Moving the Vulnerability Processor in
Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment

If required, you canmove the vulnerability processor from your JSA console to a dedicated JSAVulnerability
Manager managed host appliance.

For example, you might move your vulnerability processing capability to a managed host to minimize disk
space impact on your JSA console.

NOTE: You can have only one vulnerability processor in your deployment. Also, youmust deploy
the vulnerability processor only on a JSA console or JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host
processor appliance.

To move the vulnerability processor, choose one of the following options:
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Option 1: Deploy a Dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager Processor
Appliance

To deploy a processor appliance you must complete the followings tasks:

1. Install a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager processor appliance.

2. Add the managed host processor appliance to your JSA console by using the System and License
Management tool on the Admin tab.

When you select the managed host option, the processor is automatically removed from the JSA
console.

Option 2: Move the Vulnerability Processor from Your Console to Your
Managed Host

If the vulnerability processor is on your JSA console, then later you can move your vulnerability processor
to a previously installed JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host processor appliance.

At any time, you can move the vulnerability processor back to your JSA console.

Deploying a Dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager Processor Appliance

You can deploy a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager processor appliance as a managed host.

When you deploy your vulnerability processor to a managed host, all vulnerabilities are processed on the
managed host.

NOTE: After you deploy processing to a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host,
any scan profiles or scan results that are associatedwith a JSA console processor are not displayed.
You can continue to search and view vulnerability data on theManage Vulnerabilities pages.

Ensure that a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host is installed. For more information, see
the Juniper Secure Analytics Installation Guide for your product.
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1. Log in to JSA console as an administrator:

https://IP_Address_JSA

The default user name is admin. The password is the password of the root user account that was entered
during the installation.

2. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

3. In the System Configuration pane, click System and License Management.

4. From the host table, click the JSA console host, and click Deployment Actions >Add Host.

5. Enter the IP address and password for the host.

6. To create an SSH tunnel on port 22, select Encrypt Host Connections.

NOTE: Do not select Remote Tunnel Initiation for encryption on managed hosts.

7. To enable encryption compression for communications with a host, select Encryption Compression.

8. To enable NAT for a managed host, select Network Address Translation and add the following
information:

Table 4: NAT Configuration

DescriptionField

If the managed host is on the same subnet as the JSA
console, select the JSA console that is on the NATed
network.

If the managed host is not on the same subnet as the JSA
console, select the managed host that is on NATed
network.

NAT Group

The managed host uses this IP address to communicate
with other managed hosts in different networks that use
NAT.

Public IP

The NATed network must use static NAT.

9. Click Add.
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NOTE: Don't close the window until the process for adding the host completes.

10.Close the System and License Management window.

11.On the Admin tab toolbar, click Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

12.Click OK.

Moving Your Vulnerability Processor to a Managed Host or Console

If required, you can move your vulnerability processor between a JSA Vulnerability Manager managed
host appliance and your JSA console.

Ensure that a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host is installed.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. Click System and License Management > Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.

3. Click Enable Processor.

4. Select the managed host or console from the Processor list.

If your processor is on the managed host, you can select only the JSA console.

5. Click Save.

6. On the Admin tab toolbar, select Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

7. Click OK.

After you change your vulnerability processor deployment, you must wait for your deployment to fully
configure. In the Scan Profiles page, the following message is displayed: : JSA Vulnerability Manager
is in the process of being deployed.
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Verifying That a Vulnerability Processor is Deployed

In JSAVulnerabilityManager, you can verify that your vulnerability processor is deployed on a JSA console
or JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host.

1. Log in to the JSA console.

2. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

3. Click System and License Management > Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.

4. Verify that the processor is displayed on Processor list.

Removing a Vulnerability Processor from Your Console or Managed Host

If required, you can remove the vulnerability processor from a JSA console or JSA Vulnerability Manager
managed host.

1. Log in to the JSA console.

2. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

3. Click SystemandLicenseManagement>DeploymentActions>VulnerabilityDeploymentManagement.

4. Click the Enable Processor check box to deselect it.

5. Click Remove.

6. Click Save.

7. Close the System and License Management window.

8. On the Admin tab toolbar, select Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

9. Click OK.
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Options forAdding Scanners toYour JSAVulnerability
Manager Deployment

If you have a large network and require flexible scanning options, you can add more scanners to your JSA
Vulnerability Manager deployment.

Your JSA Vulnerability Manager processor is automatically deployed with a scanning component. By
deploying more scanners you can increase the flexibility of your scanning operations. For example, you
can scan specific areas of your network with different scanners and at different scheduled times.

Dynamic Vulnerability Scans

The vulnerability scanners that you deploy might not have access to all areas of your network. In JSA
Vulnerability Manager you can assign different scanners to network CIDR ranges. During a scan, each
asset in the CIDR range that you want to scan is dynamically associated with the correct scanner.

To add more vulnerability scanners, choose any of the following options:

• Deploy a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance--You can scan for
vulnerabilities by using a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance.

NOTE: Do not select Remote Tunnel Initiation for encryption on managed hosts.

To deploy a scanner appliance, you must complete the followings tasks:

1. Install a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance.
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2. Add the managed host scanner appliance to your JSA console by using the System and License
Management tool on the Admin tab.

• Deploy a JSA Vulnerability Manager scanner to your JSA console or managed host--If you move your
vulnerability processor from your JSA console to a JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host, you can
add a scanner to your console.

You can also add a vulnerability scanner to any of the following JSA managed hosts: JSA Console, Event
Processor, Flow Processor, Combo Processor, Event Collector, and Data Node.

NOTE: The vulnerability scanner cannot be added to the App Host and App Node.

Run an automatic update when you add a scanner or other managed host with scanning capabilities. For
more information about automatic updates, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

• Configure access to the Juniper Networks hosted scanner and scan your DMZ--You can configure
access to an Juniper Networks hosted scanner and scan the assets in your DMZ.

Deploying a Dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager Scanner Appliance

You can deploy a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance.

Ensure that a dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. Click System and License Management > Deployment Actions > Add Managed Host.

3. Enter the Host IP address and password of the JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner
appliance.

4. Click Add.

You must wait several minutes while the managed host is added.

5. Close the System and License Management window.

6. On the Admin tab toolbar, select Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

7. Click OK.
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Deploying a Vulnerability Scanner to a JSA Console or Managed Host

You can deploy a JSA Vulnerability Manager scanner to a JSA console or JSA managed host. For example,
you can deploy a scanner to a flow processor, event collector, event processor, or data node.

In an All-in-One deployment the controller is used as a built-in scanner. You cannot add a separate scanner
appliance to a JSA Console when the JSA Vulnerability Manager processor is on the JSA Console. In a
non-All-in-One deployment it's a good practice to move the JSA Vulnerability Manager processor to a
dedicated appliance when you're scanning more than 50k assets.

To deploy a scanner on your JSA console, ensure that the vulnerability processor is moved to a dedicated
JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host appliance.

To deploy scanners on JSAmanaged hosts, ensure that you have existingmanaged hosts in your deployment.
For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Installation Guide for your product.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. Click System and License Management > Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.

3. Click Add Additional Vulnerability Scanners.

4. Click the + icon.

5. From the Host list, select the JSA managed host or console.

NOTE: You cannot add a scanner to a JSA console when the vulnerability processor is on
the console. You must move the vulnerability processor to a JSA Vulnerability Manager
managed host.

6. Click Save.

7. Close the System and License Management window.

8. On the Admin tab toolbar, select Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration..

9. Click OK.

10.Check the Scan Server list on the Scan Profiles Configuration page to ensure that the scanner is added.

For more information, see “Creating a Scan Profile” on page 75.
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Run an automatic update after you add the scanner or other managed host with scanning capabilities.
Alternatively, you can scan after the default daily scheduled automatic update runs. If the automatic
updates for other scanners are run earlier, then the automatic updates for all the scanners might not be
fully synchronized until the next daily update.

Scanning the Assets in Your DMZ

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can connect to an external scanner and scan the assets in your DMZ
for vulnerabilities.

If you want to scan the assets in the DMZ for vulnerabilities, you do not need to deploy a scanner in your
DMZ. You must configure JSA Vulnerability Manager with a hosted Juniper Networks scanner that is
located outside your network.

Detected vulnerabilities are processed by the processor on either your JSA console or JSA Vulnerability
Manager managed host.

1. Configure your network and assets for external scans.

2. Configure JSA Vulnerability Manager to scan your external assets.

Configuring Your Network and Assets for External Scans

To scan the assets in a DMZ network, you must configure your network and inform Juniper Networks of
the assets that you want to scan.

To scan assets in a DMZ network, you must complete the following steps:

1. Configure the network.

2. Send required network specifics to the External Scanner Team.

Configuring the Network for External Scans

To scan the assets in a DMZ network, you must first configure your network for external scans.

1. Ensure that the JSA Vulnerability Manager Processor has Internet access to allow communication with
the DMZ scanner.

NOTE: A static IP address is required.

2. Ensure each asset that is to be scanned by the DMZ scanner has Internet access.
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3. Configure an outbound firewall rule for port 443 to allow a connection to the DMZ scanner.

NOTE: Incoming connections are not required.

Sending Network Specifics to the External Scanner Team

After you configure your network for external scans, you must inform Juniper Networks that you want to
scan.

Send the following network specifics to the External Scanner Team at Juniper Networks.

Table 5: Network Specifics to the External Scanner Team

DescriptionOption

The External/Public IP of the JSA Vulnerability Manager
Processor (where the scan originates from). If you use a
proxy server, provide the IP of the proxy server instead.

Gateway IP address

If you employ load balancers, an explicit list or range of
all load balancers is required.

Load balancers (optional)

The explicit list/range of all the assets to be scanned.IP address list/range

NOTE: DMZ/External scans do not complete successfully until the requested information is
sent to Juniper Networks and a confirmation email is received.

Configuring JSA Vulnerability Manager to Scan Your External Assets

To scan the assets in your DMZ, you must configure JSA Vulnerability Manager, by using the System and
License Management tool on the Admin tab.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. click System Configuration.

3. Click System and License Management.

4. From the Display menu, select Systems.
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5. Click Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.

6. Click Use External Scanner.

7. In the Gateway IP field, enter an external IP address.

NOTE: You cannot scan external assets until your external IP address is configured. Ensure
that you email details of your external IP address to Juniper Networks.

8. If your network is configured to use a proxy server, click Enable Proxy Server and enter the details of
your server.

9. Click Save and then click Close.

10.On the Admin tab toolbar, click Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

11.Click OK.

NOTE: Authenticated scans are not conducted from the external scanner.

Supported Web Browsers

For the features in JSA products to work properly, you must use a supported web browser.

The following table lists the supported versions of web browsers.

Table 6: Supported Web Browsers for JSA Products

Supported versionsWeb browser

60 Extended Support Release and later64 bit Mozilla Firefox

38.14393 and later64-bit Microsoft Edge

Latest64 bit Google Chrome

The Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser is no longer supported as of JSA 7.4.0.
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Security Exceptions and Certificates

If you are using the Mozilla Firefox web browser, you must add an exception to Mozilla Firefox to log in
to JSA. For more information, see your Mozilla Firefox web browser documentation.

Navigate the Web-Based Application

When you use JSA, use the navigation options available in the JSA user interface instead of your web
browser Back button.

Enabling Document Mode and Browser Mode in Internet Explorer

If you useMicrosoft Internet Explorer to access JSA products, youmust enable browsermode and document
mode.

1. In your Internet Explorer web browser, press F12 to open the Developer Tools window.

2. Click Browser Mode and select the version of your web browser.

3. Click Document Mode, and select the Internet Explorer standards for your Internet Explorer release.
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JSA Vulnerability Manager High-availability Scans

Use a JSA high-availability (HA) deployment to maintain your vulnerability scanning schedule, if your
primary JSA deployment fails.

High-availability (HA) version 2 is supported in JSA Vulnerability Manager.

You must use identical appliances with identical software configurations in your high-availability (HA)
setup. For information about setting up a high-availability (HA) deployment, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
High Availability Guide.
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High Availability (HA) Scans

The following appliances are supported in a JSA Vulnerability Manager high-availability (HA) deployment:

• Console

• Scanner appliance (610)

• Processor appliance (600)

Important Notes

Take note of the following information when you deploy high availability (HA) vulnerability scanning:

• Cancel and restart any in-progress scans after a failover if the scans were in progress during the failover.

• If you replace an appliance in your HA scanning environment, it might not appear in the deployment.
You must re-add the appliance to the HA deployment, and then deploy changes.

• Use identical appliances and configurations in your high availability (HA) setup.

• Auto updates do not resume after a failover. You must run an auto update in an uninterrupted active
setup.
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Extending the JSA Vulnerability Manager Temporary
License Period

By default, when you install JSA, you can see the Vulnerabilities tab because a temporary license key is
also installed. When the temporary license expires, you can extend it for an extra four weeks.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. Click the Vulnerability Manager icon in the Try it out area.

3. To accept the end-user license agreement, click OK.

When the extended license period is finished, you must wait six months before you can activate the
temporary license again. To have permanent access to JSA Vulnerability Manager, you must purchase
a license.
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JSA Vulnerability Manager High-availability Scans

Use a JSA high-availability (HA) deployment to maintain your vulnerability scanning schedule, if your
primary JSA deployment fails.

High-availability (HA) version 2 is supported in JSA Vulnerability Manager.

You must use identical appliances with identical software configurations in your high-availability (HA)
setup. For information about setting up a high-availability (HA) deployment, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
High Availability Guide.
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High Availability (HA) Scans

The following appliances are supported in a JSA Vulnerability Manager high-availability (HA) deployment:

• Console

• Scanner appliance (610)

• Processor appliance (600)

Important Notes

Take note of the following information when you deploy high availability (HA) vulnerability scanning:

• Cancel and restart any in-progress scans after a failover if the scans were in progress during the failover.

• If you replace an appliance in your HA scanning environment, it might not appear in the deployment.
You must re-add the appliance to the HA deployment, and then deploy changes.

• Use identical appliances and configurations in your high availability (HA) setup.

• Auto updates do not resume after a failover. You must run an auto update in an uninterrupted active
setup.
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Overview Of JSA Vulnerability Manager

JSAVulnerabilityManager is a network scanning platform that detects vulnerabilitieswithin the applications,
systems, and devices on your network or within your DMZ.

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses security intelligence to help you manage and prioritize your network
vulnerabilities. For example, you can use JSA VulnerabilityManager to continuously monitor vulnerabilities,
improve resource configuration, and identify software patches. You can also, prioritize security gaps by
correlating vulnerability data with network flows, log data, firewall, and intrusion prevention system (IPS)
data.

You canmaintain real-time visibility of the vulnerabilities that are detected by the built-in JSA Vulnerability
Manager scanner and other third-party scanners. Third-party scanners are integratedwith JSA and include
Guardium, AppScan, Nessus, nCircle, and Rapid 7.

NOTE: Upon deployment, the JSA Vulnerability Manager automatically updates the default
BB:Host Definition: VA Scanner Source IP building block to include the locations of all the QVM
processors. This behavior is by design.

Unless otherwise noted, all references to JSA Vulnerability Manager refer to JSA Vulnerability Manager.
All references to JSA refer to JSA and LogManager and all references to SiteProtector refer to IBM Security
SiteProtector.

Vulnerability Scanning

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, vulnerability scanning is controlled by configuring scan profiles. Each scan
profile specifies the assets that you want to scan and the scan schedule.

Vulnerability Processor

When you license JSA Vulnerability Manager, a vulnerability processor is automatically deployed on your
JSA console. The processor contains a JSA Vulnerability Manager scanning component.
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Deployment Options

Vulnerability scanning can be deployed in different ways. For example, you can deploy your scanning
capability to a JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host scanner appliance or a JSA managed host.

Configuration Options

Administrators can configure scans in the following ways:

• Schedule scans to run at times convenient for your network assets.

• Specify the times during which scans are not allowed to run.

• Specify the assets that you want to exclude from scans, either globally or for each scan.

• Configure authenticated patch scans for Linux, UNIX, or Windows operating systems.

• Configure different scanning protocols or specify the port ranges that you want to scan.
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CategoriesOf JSAVulnerabilityManagerVulnerability
Checks

JSA Vulnerability Manager checks for multiple types of vulnerabilities in your network.

Vulnerabilities are categorized into the following broad categories:

• Risky default settings

• Software features

• Misconfiguration

• Vendor flaws
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Risky Default Settings

By leaving some default settings in place, you can make your network vulnerable to attacks. The following
situations are examples that can make your network vulnerable:

• Leaving sample pages or scripts on an IIS installation

• Not changing the default password on a 3Com Hub/Switch

• Leaving "public" or "private" as an SNMP community name on an SNMP enabled device

• Not setting the sa login password on an MS-SQL server

Software Features

Some software settings for systems or applications are designed to aid usability but these settings can
introduce risk to your network. For example, theMicrosoft NetBIOS protocol is useful in internal networks,
but if it is exposed to the Internet or an untrusted network segment it introduces risk to your network.

The following examples are software features or commands that can expose your network to risk:

• ICMP time stamp or netmask requests

• Sendmail expand or verify commands

• Ident protocol services that identify the owner of a running process.

Misconfiguration

In addition to identifying misconfigurations in default settings, JSA Vulnerability Manager can identify a
broader range of misconfigurations such as in the following cases:

• SMTP Relay

• Unrestricted NetBios file sharing

• DNS zone transfers

• FTP World writable directories

• Default administration accounts that have no passwords

• NFS World exportable directories
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Vendor Flaws

Vendor flaws is a broad category that includes events such as buffer overflows, string format issues,
directory transversals, and cross-site scripting. Vulnerabilities that require a patch or an upgrade fix are
included in this category.
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Checks Made by JSA Vulnerability Manager

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses a combination of active checks that involves sending packets and remote
probes, and passive correlation checks. The JSA Vulnerability Manager database covers approximately
70,000 Network, OS, and Application layer vulnerabilities.

You can search the complete scanning library by CVE, date range, vendor name, product name, product
version, and exposure name from the Research window on the Vulnerabilities tab.

JSA Vulnerability Manager Tests

The following examples are some of the categories that JSA Vulnerability Manager tests:

• Database checks

• Web server checks

• Web application server checks

• Common web scripts checks

• Custom web application checks

• DNS server checks

• Mail server checks

• Application server checks
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• Wireless access point checks

• Common service checks

• Obsolete software and systems

The following table describes some checks that are made by JSA Vulnerability Manager.

Table 7: Types Of JSA Vulnerability Manager Checks

DescriptionType of Check

Scans for active hosts and the ports and services that are open on each active host

Returns MAC if the host is on the same subnet as the scanner

Returns OS information

Port scan
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Table 7: Types Of JSA Vulnerability Manager Checks (continued)

DescriptionType of Check

Checks each web application and web page on a web server by using the following
checks:

File upload

HTTP directory browsing

CWE-22 - Improper limitation of a path name to a restricted directory (path traversal)

Interesting file / seen in logs

Auto complete password in Browser

Misconfiguration in default files

Information disclosure

Unencrypted login form

Directory index-able: checks if the server directories can be browsed

HTTP PUT allowed: checks if the PUT option is enabled on server directories

Existence of obsolete files

CGI scanning: common web page checks

Injection (XSS/script/HTML)

Remote file retrieval (server wide)

Command execution from remote shell

SQL injection, including authentication bypass, software identification, and remote
source

Reverse tuning options, except for specified options

NOTE: Authenticated web app scanning is not supported. For example, if
authentication is required to access the site, you can't run web app tests.

Web application scanning
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Table 7: Types Of JSA Vulnerability Manager Checks (continued)

DescriptionType of Check

User name and password disclosure

Access to file systems

Default user names and passwords

Privilege escalation

Denial of service

Remote command execution

Cross site scripting (Microsoft)

OS

Exploits and open access to databases.

Default passwords

Compromised user names and passwords

Denial of service

Admin rights

Database

Known vulnerabilities, exploits, and configuration issues on web servers.

Denial of service

Default admin passwords

File system view ability

Cross site scripting

Web server

Commonly found web scripts such as CGI

E-commerce related scripts

ASP

PHP

Common web scripts
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Table 7: Types Of JSA Vulnerability Manager Checks (continued)

DescriptionType of Check

Weak password encryption

Denial of service

Determine account names

Send emails

Read arbitrary emails and sensitive account information

Get admin access

DNS server

Default admin account passwords

Default SNMP community names

Plain text password storage

Denial of service

Wireless access point

Domain name system (DNS)

File transfer protocol (FTP)

Simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP)

Common services

Authentication bypass

Denial of service

Information disclosure

Default user names and passwords

Weak file permissions

Cross site scripting

Application server

Client-side vulnerabilities on IE, Chrome, Skype, and others.Oval

Default password testingPassword testing

Collects registry key entries, windows services, installed windows applications, and
patched Microsoft bugs.

Windows patch scanning

Collects details of installed RPMsUNIX patch scanning
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Web Application Scanning

JSA VulnerabilityManager uses unauthenticated scanning for core web application scanning. The following
list describes JSA Vulnerability Manager web vulnerability checks:

• SQL Injection Vulnerabilities

SQL injection vulnerabilities occur when poorly written programs accept user-provided data in a database
query without validating the input, which is found on web pages that have dynamic content. By testing
for SQL injection vulnerabilities, JSA Vulnerability Manager assures that the required authorization is in
place to prevent these exploits from occurring.

• Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Vulnerabilities

Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities can allow malicious users to inject code into web pages that are
viewed by other users. HTML and client-side scripts are examples of code that might be injected into
web pages. An exploited cross-site scripting vulnerability can be used by attackers to bypass access
controls such as the same origin policy. JSA Vulnerability Manager tests for varieties of persistent and
non-persistent cross-site scripting vulnerabilities to ensure that the web application is not susceptible
to this threat.

• Web Application Infrastructure

JSA Vulnerability Manager includes thousands of checks that check default configurations, cgi scripts,
installed and supporting application, underlying operating systems and devices.

• Web page errors

For in-depth web application scanning, JSA Vulnerability Manager integrates with IBM Security AppScan
to provide greater web application visibility to your vulnerabilities.

Network Device Scanning

JSA Vulnerability Manager includes the following plug-ins that support scanning of network devices:

• SNMP

JSAVulnerabilityManager supports SNMPV1 and SNMPV2. SNMPV3 is not supported. JSAVulnerability
Manager uses a dictionary of known community defaults for various SNMP-enabled devices. You can
customize the dictionary.

• OVAL scanning

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses OVAL to detect and report known vulnerabilities. The JSA Vulnerability
Manager OVAL scanning plug-in currently works only with Cisco devices.
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External Scanner Checks

The external scanner scans the followingOWASP (OpenWebApplication Security Project) CWEs (Common
Weakness Enumerations):

• Directory Listing

• Path Traversal, Windows File Parameter Alteration, UNIX File Parameter Alteration, Poison Null Byte
Windows Files Retrieval, Poison Null Byte UNIX Files Retrieval

• Cross-Site Scripting, DOM Based Cross-Site Scripting

• SQL Injection, Blind SQL Injection, Blind SQL Injection (Time Based)

• Autocomplete HTML Attribute Not Disabled for Password Field

• Unencrypted Login Request, Unencrypted Password Parameter

• Remote Code Execution, Parameter SystemCall Code Injection, File Parameter Shell Command Injection,
Format String Remote Command Execution

Database Scanning

JSA Vulnerability Manager detects vulnerabilities on major databases by using authenticated scanning of
target hosts. In addition, JSA Vulnerability Manager targets several databases by using plug-ins.

Operating System Checks

Table 8: Operating System Checks

ConfigurationPatch scanningVulnerability scanningOperating system

YesYesYesWindows

NoYesYesAIX UNIX

NoYesYesCentOS Linux

NoYesYesDebian Linux

NoYesYesFedora Linux

NoYesYesRed Hat Linux
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Table 8: Operating System Checks (continued)

ConfigurationPatch scanningVulnerability scanningOperating system

NoYesYesSun Solaris

NoYesYesHP-UX

NoYesYesSuse Linux

NoYesYesUbuntu Linux

NoNoNoCISCO

NoNoNoAS/400 / iSeries

OVALs and Operating Systems

OVAL definitions are supported on the following operating systems:

• Microsoft Windows 10

• Microsoft Windows 8.1

• Microsoft Windows 8

• Microsoft Windows 7

• Microsoft Windows Vista

• Microsoft Windows Server 2016

• Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

• Microsoft Windows Server 2012

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008

• Microsoft Windows Server 2003

• CentOS versions 3 - 7

• IBM AIX versions 4-7

• RHEL versions 3 - 7

• SUSE versions 10 - 11
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• Ubuntu versions 6-14

• Red Hat 9

• Solaris versions 2.6, 7 - 10
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Vulnerability Management Dashboard

You can display vulnerability information on your JSA dashboard.

JSA Vulnerability Manager is distributed with a default vulnerability dashboard so that you can quickly
review the risk to your organization.

You can create a new dashboard, manage your existing dashboards, and modify the display settings of
each vulnerability dashboard item.

For more information about dashboards, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide for your product.

Reviewing Vulnerability Data on the Default Vulnerability Management
Dashboard

You can display default vulnerability management information on the JSA dashboard.

The default vulnerability management dashboard contains risk, vulnerability, and scanning information.

You can configure your own dashboard to contain different elements like saved searches.

1. Click the Dashboard tab.

2. On the toolbar, in the Show Dashboard list, select Vulnerability Management.
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Creating a Customized Vulnerability Management Dashboard

In JSA you can create a vulnerability management dashboard that is customized to your requirements.

1. Click the Dashboard tab.

2. On the toolbar, click New Dashboard.

3. Type a name and description for your vulnerability dashboard.

4. Click OK.

5. On the toolbar select Add Item >Vulnerability Management and choose from the following options:

• If you want to show default saved searches on your dashboard, select Vulnerability Searches.

• If you want to show website links to security and vulnerability information, select Security News,
Security Advisories, or Latest Published Vulnerabilities.

• If you want show information that is about completed or running scans, select Scans Completed or
Scans In Progress.

Creating a Dashboard for Patch Compliance

Create a dashboard that shows the most effective patch to use to remediate vulnerabilities that are found
on the network.

1. Click the Dashboard tab.

2. On the toolbar, click New Dashboard.

3. Type a name and description for your vulnerability dashboard.

4. Click OK.

5. On the toolbar, select Add Item >Vulnerability Management >Vulnerability Searches and choose the
default saved search that you want to show on your dashboard.

6. On the header of the new dashboard item, click the yellow Settings icon.
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7. Select Patch from the Group By list and then select one of the following options from the Graph By
list:

• If you want to see how many assets need to a have the patch applied, select Asset Count.

• If you want to see the cumulative risk score by patch, select Risk Score.

• If you want to see the number of vulnerabilities that are covered by a patch, select Vulnerability
Count.

8. Click Save.

9. To view vulnerability details on theManageVulnerabilities >ByVulnerability page on theVulnerabilities
tab, click the View in By Vulnerability link at the bottom of the dashboard item.
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Vulnerability Scanning Strategy and Best Practices

Good planning is essential for the setup of a stable and efficient JSA VulnerabilityManager scanning system
in your network.

Analyze your network structure, and determine the best scanning configuration for your network, from
both a hardware and a scanning performance perspective.

Consider the following information, which includes best practices for setting up your JSA Vulnerability
Manager scanning deployment:

• Scan policy types

Choose the scan policy type thatmeets your scanning requirements and consider the time and resources
that are required to complete the scan.

• Scan duration and ports to scan

Decide whether you need to scan all TCP and UDP ports. UDP ports take longer to scan than TCP ports.

• Tune your asset discovery.

Tune your asset discovery to manage your asset discovery times and effectiveness.

• Tune your asset discovery performance.

Adjust and optimize the speed and accuracy at which assets are discovered in your network.

• Scanner placement in your network

Place scanners close to the assets that you are scanning, and be aware of the impact of network latency
on your scan times.

• Web application scanning

This scan can take a long time and be resource-intensive. If you don't need to run this scan as part of a
full scan, you can exclude this scan.

• Dynamic scanning

You might save time by implementing dynamic scanning.

• Network bandwidth setting

Adjust the network bandwidth setting according to your network bandwidth and the number of assets
that you can scan concurrently.

• Network interface cards on scanners

Use network interface cards to segment your network scanning.

• Vulnerability management for asset owners

Assign owners to your assets.
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• Notification of asset owners on the timing of scans.

Ensure that asset owners are aware of scan times.

• Triggering scans of new assets

Trigger scans of new assets when they are added to the asset database.

• Configure environmental risk for an asset

Use the CVSS Environmental Score to manipulate and prioritize the risk score on selected assets.

• External scanning FAQs

What you need to know about setting up an external scan.

Scan Policy Types

JSA Vulnerability Manager provides several default scan policy types. You can also define your own scans
from the scan templates.

The following scan templates are the most commonly used templates:

• Discovery scanpolicy--Discovers network assets, and then scans ports to identify key asset characteristics,
such as operating system, device type, and services. Vulnerabilities are not scanned.

A lightweight uncredentialed scan that searches an address space for active IP addresses, and then scans
their ports. It runs DNS and NetBIOS lookups to discover the operating system, open services, and
network names.

If possible, run this uncredentialed scan weekly to provide good network visibility. This scan is most
helpful for identifying new assets and changes to previously scanned assets.

NOTE: Use the assets seen in last 14 days but not scanned saved search from the Assets tab,
to identify new assets that JSA passively discovered the last 14 days.

• Full scan policy-- Discovers network assets by using a fast scan port range. Runs a user-configurable
port scan and unauthenticated scan of discovered services like FTP, web, SSH, and database. An
authenticated scan is run when credentials are provided.

Runs the full suite of JSA Vulnerability Manager tests.

A full scan has these phases:

1. Discovery scan.
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2. Uncredentialed scan.

Checks services that do not require credentials, for example, reading banners and responses for
version information, SSL certificate expiry, testing default accounts, and testing responses for
vulnerabilities.

3. Credentialed scan.

JSA VulnerabilityManager logs on to the asset and gathers information about the installed application
inventory and required configuration, and raises or suppresses vulnerabilities. Credential scans are
preferable to uncredentialed scans. Uncredentialed scans provide a useful overview of the vulnerability
posture of the network. However, credentialed scanning is essential for a comprehensive and effective
vulnerability management program.

You can't edit the build-in policies but you can copy them to create your own custom scan policy.

TIP: Full scans can sometimes lock some administration accounts, for example, SQL Server,
when JSA Vulnerability Manager tests multiple default credentials on accounts. Turn off
these logon tests by taking the following steps:

a. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

b. From the Scan Policy window, click Scan Policies.

c. Click the Full Scan policy, then click Edit.

d. Click the Tools tab.

By default, the Included list is displayed.

e. From the Filter menu, select Default Logons (Dos Risk).

f. Click Exclude All to remove the check marks next to the items in the list.

g. Click Save.

h. Verify that the Default Logons (Dos Risk) tools are in the Excluded list.

Run a full scan every 2-3 months for a detailed and accurate assessment of vulnerabilities
in your network. The full scan is resource-intensive so the scheduling and resource allocation
is important for optimal performance.

• Patch scan policy--Scouts the network to discover assets, and then runs a fast port scan and credentialed
scan of the assets.

You use patch scans to determine which patches and products are installed or missing on the network.

A patch scan has two main phases:

1. Discovery scan
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2. Credentialed scan

Run this credentialed scan every 1-4 weeks to determine what patches and products are installed or
missing on your network. The patch scan places only a minimal load on your network and active testing
is kept to a low level.

• PCI scan policy--Scans all TCP and UDP ports 0-65535.

You are not required to scan all UDP ports for PCI compliance. Typically you scan the most common
UDP ports for PCI compliance but the list of ports might change slightly over time in accordance with
PCI security standards.

If you scan all UDP ports, the scan might take a long time and not complete within the timeout period
on larger network segments, resulting in some Scan InterferenceDetected - Scan Potentially Incomplete
vulnerability instances.

You can create your own customPCI scan policy by copying this policy, renaming the policy, andmodifying
the UDP scan ports according to your requirements.

• Database scan policy--Scans database ports, 523, 1433, 1521, and 3306 for popular database services.

Use the uncredentialed database scan to scan ports DB2 (523), Microsoft SQL (1433), MySQL (3306),
Oracle (1521), and Informix (1526 ), for popular database services.

Run this scan regularly if you have high database activity.
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Scan Duration and Ports Scanning

How you manage your network scanning configuration is influenced by the number of assets in your
network, your network infrastructure, and the scan completion times.

It can take a long time to scan large network, so you need a scanning strategy that optimizes your scanning
resources.
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NOTE: It is always good practice to use operational windows to perform scans at times that
don't overlap with nightly backups or automatic updates.

Port Scanning Strategy

Your scanning strategy is influenced by the number of hosts that you want to scan, whether it's a class C
network of 256 hosts, or a class B network of 65,536 hosts. Your overall scan time can be significantly
impacted by increasing the number of hosts that you want to scan. To get the overall scan time to an
acceptable range, and you can reduce the scan time per host.

For example, if you do a network discovery scan on a class B network and it takes 1 second for TCP port
discovery, the following statements are true:

• Scanning one port on 65536 hosts at 1 second per host takes 18 hours.

• If you scan one extra port on each of the 65536 hosts and allow 1 second per host, it takes an extra 18
hours to scan that extra port.

From the example, you can see the impact of adding one extra scanning port on a large network. If you're
scanning a large number of hosts, understand what services are important and are prone to high-risk
vulnerabilities so that you can configure your scan policies appropriately at the discovery scan stage. Before
you implement your scan policies, run test scans by using different scan polices, and estimate the timing
and the resources that are required to complete these scans.

TIP: The default JSA discovery-scan policy runs a Nmap fast scan of TCP and UDP ports, and
you can use it to scan a smaller number of hosts.

UDP port scanning takes longer that TCP port scanning because it's a connectionless protocol. Scanning
all UDP ports can take a long time and is resource-intensive. Consider whether you need to scan all UDP
ports or whether you scan these ports less frequently than TCP ports.

The following ports are some of the highest priority UDP ports that you need to consider scanning regularly:

• Authentication services such as RADIUS and Kerberos

• Back doors and remote access applications

• Backup applications

• Database servers
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• DNS (Domain Name System)

• NetBIOS and Common Internet File System (CIFS)

• NFS (Network File System)

• NTP (Network Time Protocol)

• P2P (peer-to-peer) and chat applications

• Routing protocols, including RIP (Routing Information Protocol)

• RPC (Remote Procedure Call) and RPC endpoint mapping

• SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) and SNMP trap

• Syslog

• TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol)

• VPNs, including Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP), Layer Two
Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), and (NAT Traversal) NAT-T.

• Ports that are known to be associated with malicious activity.

Typical Scan Times

The following table gives information about scanning times.

Table 9: Scanning Times for JSA Appliances

Scan timesJSA appliance

A default full scan of 2000-4000 assets takes 2-3 days.JSA All-in-One

A default full scan of 2000-4000 assets takes 2-3 days.

An offboard JSA Vulnerability Manager processor on a
managed host (600) is required when more than 50,000
assets are being scanned regularly or when scans are
running for long periods of time on the JSA console.

JSAVulnerabilityManager on the followingmanaged hosts
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Tune Your Asset Discovery Configuration

Tune your asset discovery to manage your asset discovery times and effectiveness.

Tune your asset discovery from the Asset Discovery tab of your scan policy. You can use the default
configuration as a fast and efficient way to discover your assets. ICMP pings and TCP SYN packets are
enabled by default.

Use the following options to tune your asset discovery:

• Send ICMP pings.

Pings are sent to the IP addresses that are configured in the scan profile that uses this scan policy.

• Send TCP SYN packets to ports.

This option is a reliable quick option that is enabled for preconfigured ports.

• Send UDP packets to ports.

Select this option to send UDP packets to preconfigured ports. UDP is slower than TCP. If you send a
UDP packet to an inactive IP address it might take several seconds to complete because of retries.

• Enable traceroute detection.

Traceroute detection requires more resources and scan times increase.

• Enable ICMP detection.

ICMP detection requires more resources and scan times increase.

• OS and service fingerprinting

Probe ports for OS and service information. If you select this option, scan times increase.

You can configure custom discovery options. The options that you choose depend on your requirements
and your network structure. Test various options to discover an optimum discovery configuration that
matches your needs.
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Tune Your Asset Discovery Performance

Adjust and optimize the speed and accuracy at which services are discovered on your assets.

Tune your discovery performance from the Discovery Performance tab of your scan policy. You can use
the default configuration as a fast and efficient way to discover your assets.

Use the following options to tune your asset discovery performance:

• Maximum retries

Scan times can increase when you increase Maximum retries number but when you set this number too
low, the accuracy of your scan results might be impacted.

• Minimum timeout interval

The scan timeout interval is reduced to theminimum level that is configuredwhen the network is reliable.

• Initial timeout interval

Nmap adjusts the timeout value in response to previous probes. If latency increases, the timeout value
is increased. If you decrease both the initial timeout and the maximum timeout intervals too low, the
scan times might be faster, but you risk having to retransmit.

• Scan delay

Use this setting to adjust the delay between scan probes. If your devices use rate limiting, then you can
synchronize the scan delay with the rate-limiting value to achieve the optimum scan times.

• Minimum packets per second

Nmap sends packets at the highest possible rate that your network tolerates, between theMinimum
packets per second rate and theMaximum packets per second rate.

• Maximum packets per second

By default, this field is empty because Nmap dynamically sets an appropriate packet speed for your
network. If you want, you can configure your own rate.
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Web Application Scanning

Web scans can be slow when you have complex web applications. All ports that run HTTP or HTTPS
services, including Microsoft HTTP RPC ports, are scanned.

Part of a full scan or a web scan includes a phase that uses resource-intensive techniques that is similar
to web crawling or spidering. If the scanner must crawl multiple web pages that have multiple links, the
scan can be slow and demanding on your resources. Web scans look for web vulnerabilities, such as
determining whether an HTTP server version has vulnerabilities, expired SSL certificates or weak SSL
ciphers. The web scan also looks for OpenWeb Application Security Project (OWASP) vulnerabilities such
as SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS), security misconfigurations.

If you don't need to scan your web applications, create a custom full scan policy, and exclude the http –
CGI scanner scan tool that is on the Tools tab of your scan policy.
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Scanner Placement in Your Network

Scan operations are more efficient when scanners have good connectivity to the assets that are scanned
and are not obstructed by firewalls, or other devices that impact the flow of the scan data. You can deploy
an unlimited number of scanners in your network, but you must have a software license for every JSA
managed host that you deploy as a scanner.

Consider the following factors before you place scanners in your network:

• Avoid scanning assets through firewalls for the following reasons:

• Firewalls slows the scan, and block some ports that are required to complete the scan.

• When you scan assets through a firewall, events are created in JSA and the EPS numbers (events per
second) are increased, which can impact your EPS license.

• Stateful firewalls can cause JSA to create assets erroneously. Stateful firewalls respond to
out-of-sequence TCP packets and that can make the scanner think that a host exists.

• Do not scan over low-bandwidth WAN connections.
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• If the ping time from the scanner to the asset is over 40 ms, place the scanner closer to the asset.

• Don't scan through a load balancer because it's more difficult for the scanner to manage the scan when
the network traffic is load balanced to different servers.

• Avoid configuring your scanner to scan IP address ranges that you know are not used. During the
discovery phase of a scan, it takes longer for a scanner to determine that an IP address is not in use than
it does to determine whether an IP address is active.

• Deploy more scanners rather than run several concurrent scans from the same scanner. As you add
more concurrent scans to the same scanner, resources become stretched and each scan takes much
longer.
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Dynamic Scanning

Use dynamic scanning in JSA Vulnerability Manager to associate individual scanners with an IP address,
CIDR ranges, IP address ranges, or a domain that you specify in the scan profile. Dynamic scanning is most
beneficial when you deploy several scanners. For example, if you deploy more than 5 scanners, you might
save time by using dynamic scanning.

The benefits of implementing dynamic scanning depend on your network infrastructure and the number
of scanners that are available. For example, if you have 10 JSA Vulnerability Manager scanners and you
don't use dynamic scanning, youmust configure 10 individual scan jobs. JSA VulnerabilityManager selects
the appropriate scanner for each IP address that is scanned.

If dynamic scanning is used in your scan profile and you associate 2 scanners with one asset, the scanner
that includes the asset in the smallest matching subnet is prioritized to scan the asset first.

For example, your asset IP address is 10.2.2.3, and scanner A is assigned to the 10.2.2.0/24 CIDR address
range, and scanner B is assigned to the 10.2.2.3/32 CIDR address. Scanner B is prioritized to scan the
asset before scanner A because the subnet (/32) is a precise match for the asset.

Before you enable dynamic scanning, run test scans and then assess the impact on your network resources,
scan performance, and the scan times.
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Network Bandwidth for Simultaneous Asset Scans

By adjusting the network bandwidth setting, you change the number of assets that can be scanned
concurrently and the number of vulnerability tools that can be used concurrently to scan the assets. Some
scans use more vulnerability tools to scan, which impacts the number of assets that can be scanned
concurrently.

The network bandwidth setting ranges from a low setting of 200 Kbps to full setting of 5000 Kbps.
Configure the bandwidth setting from the details tab of a scan profile. The default network bandwidth
setting is medium, which is 1000 Kbps.

Adjust the bandwidth, according to the following scenarios:

• Adjust the network bandwidth to 5000 Kbps (full) to patch scan up to 50 assets concurrently or keep
at 1000 Kbps (medium) to patch scan up to 10 assets concurrently.

• Use the 5000 Kbps (full) setting if your network has good bandwidth.

• Do not use the 5000 Kbps setting over a slow WAN connection.

• If you scan through a firewall and it's a log source, the scan traffic creates events, and you might have
to lower the network bandwidth to avoid exceeding your EPS (events per second) license threshold.
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Network Interface Cards on Scanners

In JSA Vulnerability Manager scanning is not dependent on the network interface cards (NICs) that are
configured on the scanner appliance.

You can configure many NICs, although 4-5 is a typical configuration. JSA Vulnerability Manager uses
standard TCP/IP protocols to scan any device that has an IP address. If multiple NICs are defined, scanning
follows the standard networking configuration on an appliance.

If the target assets that you're scanning are in different networks, configure individual NICs to connect to
the different networks.

This segmentation of the networks by using NICs makes it possible for the scanner to connect directly to
different networks. For example, one Ethernet interface might be configured to connect to the
10.100.85.0/24 network and a second Ethernet interface might be configured to connect to the
192.168.0.0/24 network.
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Vulnerability Management for Asset Owners

Assign owners to your assets so that your discovered vulnerabilities are assigned to the asset owners. The
assigned vulnerabilities are assigned with a due date, which is calculated based on the risk level of the
vulnerability.

Configure the remediation reports that you want to send to asset owners, by highlighting the following
information:

• The patches that they need to install.

• The steps that are required to remediate the vulnerability.

• The assets that have overdue vulnerabilities.

• New vulnerabilities that were discovered since the last scan.
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The standard remediation reports are available on the Email tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page.
You can create extra customer reports by using JSA Vulnerability Manager searches.

From the Reports tab, you can create a vulnerabilities report, and assign this report to a scan reports group.
You can configure recipients for this report in a scan profile, which can be seen in the Available Reports
window of theWhat to Email tab on the Scan Profile Configuration screen.

Use search criteria to ensure that your reports focus on the vulnerability remediation activities that you
require to meet your specific business and compliance needs.

To make remediation report creation easier, use JSA Vulnerability Manager to automatically create asset
vulnerabilities and vulnerability reports for each asset owner from a single report definition.

When assets are rescanned, any remediated vulnerabilities are automatically detected and flagged as fixed.
They are removed from reports and views, unless they are explicitly configured otherwise. Any vulnerabilities
that were previously fixed and are detected again are automatically reopened.
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Vulnerability Scan Notifications

To avoid false alarms when scan activity is high, notify asset owners of the timing of scans.

Some JSA Vulnerability Manager scan tools, such as web tools, can generate a large amount of traffic. For
example, a web scan might send 500 HTTP requests per second to HTTP servers. If asset owners see an
unusual amount of traffic, they might think that the asset that is being scanned is subject to a DOS attack
or similar attack.

Configure scan profiles to send emails to asset owners and other interested parties before and after a scan
so that asset owners are aware that a larger than usual amount of network traffic or load might occur in
their network. Another way to make asset owners aware of asset scan times, is to agree to a scanning
schedule with the asset owners.

Configure email notification from the Email tab of the scan profile.
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Triggering Scans of New Assets

Use events that are processed by the custom rules engine (CRE) to trigger scans on new assets when they
are assigned new IP addresses.

Create a scan profile with the On Demand Scanning enabled.

1. From the Log Activity tab, click Rules > Rules.

You can also get to the rules menu from the Offenses and Network Activity tabs.

2. From the Actions menu, click New Event Rule.

3. Click Events, and then click Next to continue.

4. Add tests to your rule list.

a. Click the add icon (+) icon beside when the events were detected by one or more of these log
sources test.

b. Click the add icon (+) beside when the event QID is one of the following QIDs test.

c. Click the add icon (+) beside and when the source IP is one of the following IP addresses test.

5. In the Rule pane, edit each rule value.

a. For the first rule, click these log sources and add the Asset Profiler item from the list.

b. For the second rule, click QIDs, then search for QIDs that are described in the following table, and
add these QIDs to your rule.

Table 10: QID Names and Descriptions to Add to Rule

DescriptionNameQID

This event occurs when a new IP address
record is created for an asset.

IP Address Created68750030

This event occurswhen a new asset is created.Asset Created68750013
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c. For the third rule, click and so it changes to and NOT, then click IP addresses and add 127.0.0.1

The following example is the output of this rule configuration:

and NOT when the source IP is one of the following 127.0.0.1

6. In the Apply text box, type a unique name for this rule, and leave Local as the default system setting,
and then click Next.

7. In the Rule Response section, click Trigger Scan.

a. From the Scan Profile to be used as a template menu, select the scan profile that you want to use.

You must select theOn Demand Scanning option in the scan profile that you want to use with this
rule.

b. Click Source for the Local IPs to Scan option.

c. Enter values for the Response Limiter setting.

Configure appropriate intervals to avoid a potential overload on your system.

d. If you don't want to start watching events right away, clear the Enable Rule option and then click
Finish.
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Configuring Environmental Risk for an Asset

Use the CVSS Environmental Score to manipulate and prioritize the risk score on selected assets. If you
configure the CVSS, Weight & Compliance parameters for an asset, you can apply higher risk scores to
assets that are more important or critical.

If you have important or critical assets and less important assets with the same vulnerabilities, you can
configure the CVSS Environmental Score on the important assets or critical assets to have a higher risk
score than the less important assets. By applying a higher risk score to your most important assets, you
highlight these important assets in your scan results.
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1. Click the Assets tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Asset Profiles.

3. Double-click the asset that you want to edit, and then click Edit Asset.

4. Click CVSS, Weight & Compliance in the Edit Asset Profile window.

5. Configure the parameters in the CVSS, Weight & Compliance pane.

The following table lists the parameters for the CVSS, Weight & Compliance pane.

DescriptionParameter

The potential for loss of life or physical assets through damage or theft of this asset, or
economic loss of productivity or revenue. If you raise the Collateral Damage Potential,
for example, from Low to High, the calculated value for the CVSS Score increases.

The Collateral Damage Potential parameter is directly linked with theWeight parameter.
If you change one parameter the other parameter is impacted.

Collateral Damage
Potential

The impact to confidentiality for this asset when a vulnerability is exploited. If you raise
the confidentiality requirement, for example, from Low to High, the calculated value for
the CVSS Score increases.

Confidentiality
Requirement

The impact to the asset's availability when a vulnerability is successfully exploited. Attacks
that consume network bandwidth, processor cycles, or disk space impact the availability
of an asset. If you raise the availability requirement setting, for example, from Low to
High, the calculated value for the CVSS Score increases.

Availability Requirement

The impact to the asset's integrity when a vulnerability is successfully exploited. Integrity
refers to the trustworthiness and guaranteed veracity of information. If you raise the
integrity requirement, for example, from Low to High, the calculated value for the CVSS
Score increases.

Integrity Requirement

TheWeight is linked with the Collateral Damage Potential setting. If you select 10 for
theWeight parameter the Collateral Damage Potential changes to High.

Weight

6. Click Save.
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External Scanning FAQs

Scan the assets in your DMZ or network perimeter by using an JSA hosted external scanner. Run
uncredentialed scans from outside your network to give you an added defense in protecting your assets
from an external attack.

What Information do You Need to Provide?

You must email to Juniper Networks with the following information:

• Your organization's external IP address.

• If you use load balancers, you must provide the IP addresses that are used by the load balancers.

• The IP address range of the assets in your DMZ.

NOTE: You must have a local installation of JSA Vulnerability Manager.

Does the JSA Team Verify the CIDR Range That is Provided?

The CIDR range is checked and ownership is verified before any scanning starts.

What is the Impact Of the External Scan on Servers Such AsWeb Servers?

The scan is not intrusive but it places some load on your systems. Run the scan when the servers are not
highly active.
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What is the Role Of App Scan in the External Scanner?

The App Scan scans for cross-site scripting (XSS) and (Open Web Application Security Project) OWASP
vulnerabilities on web servers. You must provide the names of any virtual domains.

Do Your Need to Use an Internal Scanner to Scan the DMZ in Addition to
the External Scanner?

Most network attacks come from the outside, so the external scanner targets all external attack surfaces
from the perspective of an outsider.

It is good practice to run external scanning and internally-authenticated scanning in your DMZ because
firewalls might restrict access to certain vulnerabilities, ports, services, and hosts.

If you use a load balancer for inbound traffic, the external scanner might have access to only one of the
servers that are connected to the load balancer. In this case, you might need to configure an access route
so that the external scanner can scan all of the servers. Alternatively, you can use an internal scanner to
scan these servers in your DMZ.
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Scan Configuration

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, all network scanning is controlled by the scan profiles that you create. You
can create multiple scan profiles and configure each profile differently depending on the specific
requirements of your network.

Scan Profiles

Use scan profiles to do the following tasks:

• Specify the network nodes, domains, or virtual domains that you want to scan.

• Specify the network assets that you want to exclude from scans.

• Create operational windows, which define the times at which scans can run.

• Manually run scan profiles or schedule a scan to run at a future date.

• Run, pause, resume, cancel or delete a single or multiple scans.

• Use centralized credentials to run Windows, UNIX, or Linux operating systems.

• Scan the assets from a saved asset search.

Creating a Scan Profile

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. In addition, you can also configure the following optional
settings.

• If you added more scanners to your JSA Vulnerability Manager deployment, select a scanner from
the Scan Server list. This step is unnecessary if you want to use dynamic scanning.

• To enable this profile for on-demand scanning, click the On Demand Scanning Enabled check box.
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By selecting this option, youmake the profile available to use if youwant to trigger a scan in response
to a custom rule event. It also enables on-demand vulnerability scanning by using the right-click menu
on the Assets page.

• By selecting theDynamic Server Selection check box, you can choose the most appropriate scanner
that is available. Ensure that you define the scanners in the Administrative >Scanners page.

Security profiles must be updated with an associated domain. Domain-level restrictions are not
applied until the security profiles are updated, and the changes are deployed.

• To scan your network by using a predefined set of scanning criteria, select a scan type from the Scan
Policies list.

• If you configured centralized credentials for assets, click the Use Centralized Credentials check box.
For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

4. Click Save.

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you configure scan profiles to specify how and when your network assets
are scanned for vulnerabilities.

Creating an External Scanner Scan Profile

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure scan profiles to use a hosted scanner to scan assets in
your DMZ.

JSAVulnerabilityManagermust be configuredwith a hosted scanner. Formore information, see “Scanning
the Assets in Your DMZ” on page 32.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To create an external scanner profile, you must also follow
the remaining steps in this procedure.

4. Select an external scanner from the Scan Server list.

5. Select Full Scan orWeb Scan from the Scan Policies list.
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6. Click the Domain and Web App tab. In the Virtual Webs pane, enter the domain and IP address
information for the websites and applications that you want to scan.

7. Click Save.

NOTE: Authenticated scans are not conducted from the external scanner.

Creating a Benchmark Profile

To create Center for Internet Security compliance scans, you must configure benchmark profiles. You use
CIS compliance scans to test for Windows and Red Hat Enterprise Linux CIS benchmark compliance.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add Benchmark.

4. If you want to use pre-defined centralized credentials, select the Use Centralized Credentials check
box.

Credentials that are used to scan Linux operating systems must have root privileges. Credentials that
are used to scan Windows operating systems must have administrator privileges.

5. If you are not using dynamic scanning, select a JSAVulnerabilityManager scanner from the Scan Server
list.

6. To enable dynamic scanning, click the Dynamic server selection check box.

If you configured domains in the Admin >DomainManagementwindow, you can select a domain from
theDomain list. Only assets within the CIDR ranges and domains that are configured for your scanners
are scanned.

7. In theWhenToScan tab, set the run schedule, scan start time, and any pre-defined operational windows.

8. In the Email tab, define what information to send about this scan and to whom to send it.

9. If you are not using centralized credentials, add the credentials that the scan requires in the Additional
Credentials tab.
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Credentials that are used to scan Linux operating systems must have root privileges. Credentials that
are used to scan Windows operating systems must have administrator privileges.

10.Click Save.

Running Scan Profiles Manually

In JSA Vulnerability Manager you can run one or more scan profile manually.

You can also schedule scans to run at a future date and time. For more information, see “Scan Scheduling”
on page 81.

Ensure that a vulnerability processor is deployed. For more information, see “Verifying That a Vulnerability
Processor is Deployed” on page 28.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the Scan Profiles page, select the check box on the row assigned to the scan profiles that you want
to run.

NOTE: To find the scan profiles you want to run, use the toolbar Name field to filter scan
profiles by name.

4. On the toolbar, click Run.

By default, scans complete a fast scan by using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocol. A fast scan includes most ports in the range 1 - 1024.

Rescanning an Asset by Using the Right-click Menu Option

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can quickly rescan an asset by using the right-click option.

The right-click scan option is also available on the JSA Offenses tab, and the JSA Risk Manager sub-net
asset view.
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1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, selectManage Vulnerabilities >By Asset.

3. On the By Asset page, identify the asset that you want to rescan.

4. Right-click the IP Address and select Run Vulnerability Scan.

5. In the Run Vulnerability Scan window, select the scan profile that you want use when the asset is
rescanned.

The scanning process requires a scan profile. The scan profile determines the scanning configuration
options that are used when the scan runs.

To view a scan profile in theRunVulnerability Scanwindow, youmust select theOnDemand Scanning
Enabled check box in the Details tab on the Scan Profile Configuration page.

NOTE: The scan profile that you select might be associated with multiple scan targets or IP
address ranges. However, when you use the right-click option, only the asset that you select
is scanned.

6. Click Scan Now.

7. Click Close Window.

8. To review the progress of your right-click scan, in the navigation pane, click Scan Results.

Right-click scans are identified by the prefix RC:.

Scan Profile Details

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can describe your scan, select the scanner that you want to use, and
choose from a number of scan policy options.

Scan profile details are specified in the Details tab, in the Scan Profile Configuration page.

See especially the following options:
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Table 11: Scan Profile Details Configuration Options

DescriptionOptions

Specifies that the profile uses pre-defined credentials. Centralized credentials are defined
in the Admin >System Configuration >Centralized Credentials window.

Use Centralized
Credentials

The scanner that you select depends on your network configuration. For example, to scan
DMZ assets, then select a scanner that has access to that area of your network.

The Controller scan server is deployed with the vulnerability processor on your JSA console
or JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host.

NOTE: You can have only 1 vulnerability processor in your deployment. However, you can
deploy multiple scanners either on dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager managed host
scanner appliances or JSA managed hosts.

Scan Server

Enables on-demand asset scanning for the profile. Use the right-click menu on the Assets
page to run on-demand vulnerability scanning. By selecting this option, you also make the
profile available to use if you want to trigger a scan in response to a custom rule event.

By enabling on-demand scanning, you also enable dynamic scanning.

On Demand Scanning

Specifies whether you want to use a separate vulnerability scanner for each CIDR range
that you scan.

During a scan, JSA Vulnerability Manager automatically distributes the scanning activity to
the correct scanner for each CIDR range that you specify.

If you configured domains in the Domain Management window of the Admin tab, you can
also select the domain that you want to scan.

Dynamic server
selection

The scanning bandwidth. The default setting is medium.

NOTE: If you select a value greater than 1000 kbps, you can affect network performance.

Bandwidth Limit

The pre-configured scanning criteria about ports and protocols. For more information, see
“Authenticated Patch Scans” on page 106.

Scan Policies
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Scan Scheduling

In JSAVulnerabilityManager, you can schedule the dates and times to scan your network assets for known
vulnerabilities.

Scan scheduling is controlled by using theWhen To Scan pane, in the Scan Profile Configuration page. A
scan profile that is configured with a manual setting must be run manually. However, scan profiles that
are not configured as manual scans, can also be run manually. When you select a scan schedule, you can
further refine your schedule by using operational windows to configure allowed scan times.

Choose one of the following scheduling options:

• Manual

• Run Once

• Daily

• Weekly

• Monthly

• Advanced

Use cron expressions to create schedules, for example, 9:00 AM every Monday through Friday, or 3:30
AM the first Friday of every month. Cron expressions give you the ability to create irregular scan
schedules. Schedule a maximum of one scan per day.

Be aware of the impact of changes in Daylight Saving Time on yourRunOnce,Daily,Weekly, andMonthly
scan schedules. For example, on the 27th of March 2016, clocks in the UK go forward by 1 hour at 1:00
AM, so any scans that are configured to run between 1:00 AM and 1:59 AM on the 27th of March 2016
run between to 2:00 AM and 2:59 AM.

Advanced scan schedules that are configured to run between 1:00 AM and 1:59 AM on the 27th ofMarch
2016 are skipped and do not run. All subsequent scans run at the scheduled times.

Scanning Domains Monthly

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure a scan profile to scan the domains on your network each
month.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative > Scan Profiles.
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3. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To set upmonthly scans, youmust also follow the remaining
steps in this procedure.

4. Click theWhen To Scan pane.

5. In the Run Schedule list, selectMonthly.

6. In the Start Time field, select a start date and time for your scan.

7. In the Day of the month field, select a day each month that your scan runs.

8. Click the Domain and Web App tab.

9. In the Domains field, type the URL of the asset that you want to scan and click (> ).

10.Click Save.

11.Optional: During and after the scan, you can monitor scan progress and review completed scans.

Scheduling Scans Of New Unscanned Assets

In JSAVulnerabilityManager, you can configure scheduled scans of newly discovered, unscanned network
assets.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Asset Profiles, then on the toolbar click Search >New Search.

3. To specify your newly discovered, unscanned assets, complete the following steps in the Search
Parameters pane:

a. Select Days Since Asset Found, Less than 2 then click Add Filter.

b. Select Days Since Asset Scanned Greater than 2 then click Add Filter.

c. Click Search.

4. On the toolbar, click Save Criteria and complete the following steps:
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a. In the Enter the name of this search field, type the name of your asset search.

b. Click Include in my Quick Searches.

c. Click Share with Everyone.

d. Click OK.

5. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

6. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

7. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To schedule scans for unscanned assets, you must also
follow the remaining steps in this procedure.

8. In the Include Saved Searches pane, select your saved asset search from the Available Saved Searches
list and click (>).

9. Click theWhen To Scan pane and in the Run Schedule list, selectWeekly.

10. In the Start Time fields, type or select the date and time that youwant your scan to run on each selected
day of the week.

11. Select the check boxes for the days of the week that you want your scan to run.

12.Click Save.

For more information about using the Assets tab and saving asset searches, see the Juniper Secure
Analytics Users Guide for your product.

Reviewing Your Scheduled Scans in Calendar Format

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, the scheduled scan calendar provides a central location where you can
review information about scheduled scans.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scheduled Scans.

3. Hover your mouse on the scheduled scan to display information about the scheduled scan.
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For example, you can show the time that a scan took to complete.

4. Optional: Double-click a scheduled scan to edit the scan profile.
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Network Scan Targets and Exclusions

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can provide information about the assets, domains, or virtual webs on
your network that you want to scan.

Use the Details tab on the Scan Profile Configuration page to specify the network assets that you want
to scan.

You can exclude a specific host or range of hosts that must never be scanned. For example, you might
restrict a scan from running on critical servers that are hosting your production applications. You might
also want to configure your scan to target only specific areas of your network.

JSA Vulnerability Manager integrates with JSA by providing the option to scan the assets that form part
of a saved asset search.

Scan Targets

You can specify your scan targets by defining a CIDR range, IP address, IP address range, or a combination
of all three.

Domain Scanning

You can add domains to your scan profile to test for DNS zone transfers on each of the domains that you
specify.
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A host can use the DNS zone transfer to request and receive a full zone transfer for a domain. Zone transfer
is a security issue because DNS data is used to decipher the topology of your network. The data that is
contained in a DNS zone transfer is sensitive and therefore any exposure of the data might be perceived
as a vulnerability. The information that is obtained might be used for malicious exploitation such as DNS
poisoning or spoofing.

Scans That Used Saved Asset Searches

You can scan the assets and IP addresses that are associated with a JSA saved asset search.

Any saved searches are displayed in the Asset Saved Search section of the Details tab.

For more information about saving an asset search, see the Users Guide for your product.

Exclude Network Scan Targets

In Excluded Assets section of the Domain andWeb App tab, you can specify the IP addresses, IP address
ranges, or CIDR ranges for assets that must not be scanned. For example, if you want to avoid scanning a
highly loaded, unstable, or sensitive server, exclude these assets.

When you configure a scan exclusion in a scan profile configuration, the exclusion applies only to the scan
profile.

Virtual Webs

You can configure a scan profile to scan different URLs that are hosted on the same IP address.

When you scan a virtual web, JSA Vulnerability Manager checks each web page for SQL injection and
cross site scripting vulnerabilities.

Excluding Assets from All Scans

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, scan exclusions specify the assets in your network that are not scanned.

Scan exclusions apply to all scan profile configurations and might be used to exclude scanning activity
from unstable or sensitive servers. Use the IP Addresses field on the Scan Exclusion page to enter the IP
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addresses, IP address ranges, or CIDR ranges that you want to exclude from all scanning. To access the
Scan Exclusion page:

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Exclusions.

3. On the toolbar, select Actions >Add.

NOTE: You can also use the Excluded Assets section of the Vulnerabilities >Administrative
>Scan Profiles >Add >Domain and Web App tab to exclude assets from an individual scan
profile.

Managing Scan Exclusions

In JSA Vulnerability Manager you can update, delete, or print scan exclusions.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Exclusions.

3. From the list on the Scan Exclusions page, click the Scan Exclusion that you want to modify.

4. On the toolbar, select an option from the Actions menu.

5. Depending on your selection, follow the on-screen instructions to complete this task.
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Scan Protocols and Ports

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can choose different scan protocols and scan various port ranges.

You can configure your scan profile port protocols by using TCP and UDP scan options.

Configure scanning protocols and the ports that you want to scan on the Port Scan tab of an existing or
new scan policy configuration window.

NOTE: You can also configure port scanning from the How To Scan tab in the Scan Profile
Configuration window but this option is only enabled for backwards compatibility. Do not use
the How To Scan tab to configure new port scans.

Scanning a Full Port Range

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can scan the full port range on the assets that you specify.

Create a scan policy to specify the ports that you want to scan, and then add this scan policy to a scan
profile, which you use to run the scan.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Policies.

3. On the toolbar, click Add to create a new scan policy or Edit to edit an existing policy.

4. Click the Settings tab.

a. Enter a name and description for the scan policy.

b. Select the scan type.

5. Click the Port Scan tab.

6. In the Protocol field, select a protocol. The default values are TCP & UDP.

NOTE: UDP port scans are much slower than TCP port scans because of the way that UDP
works. A UDP port scan can take up to 24 hours to scan all ports (1-65535) on an asset.
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7. In the Range field, type 1-65535.

NOTE: Port ranges must be configured in dash-separated, comma-delimited, consecutive,
ascending, and non-overlapping order. Multiple port ranges must be separated by a comma.
For example, the following examples show the delimiters that are used to enter port
ranges:(1-1024, 1055, 2000-65535).

8. In the Timeout (m) field, type the time in minutes after which you want the scan to cancel if no scan
results are discovered.

NOTE: You can type any value in the range 1 - 500. Ensure that you do not enter too short
a time, otherwise the port scan cannot detect all running ports. Scan results that are discovered
before the timeout period are displayed.

9. Configure more options on the other tabs if you want to use the scan policy to complete more tasks.

10.Click Save.

11. From the Scan Profiles page, create a new scan profile.

a. Add the scan policy that you saved.

b. Configure the remaining parameters for the scan profile and save.

c. From the Scan Profiles page, select the new scan profile, and then click Run on the toolbar to run
the scan.

For more information about creating a scan profile, see “Creating a Scan Profile” on page 75.

NOTE: You can also configure port scanning from the How To Scan tab in the Scan Profile
Configuration window but this option is only enabled for backwards compatibility. Do not
use the How To Scan tab to configure new port scans.

Scanning Assets with Open Ports

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure a scan profile to scan assets with open ports.
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1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Asset Profiles then on the toolbar, click Search >New Search.

3. To specify assets with open ports, configure the following options in the Search Parameters pane:

a. Select Assets With Open Port, Equals any of 80 and click Add Filter.

b. Select Assets With Open Port, Equals any of 8080 and click Add Filter.

c. Click Search.

4. On the toolbar, click Save Criteria and configure the following options:

a. In the Enter the name of this search field, type the name of your asset search.

b. Click Include in my Quick Searches.

c. Click Share with Everyone and click OK.

5. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

6. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

7. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To scan assets with open ports, you must also follow the
remaining steps in this procedure.

8. On the Details tab, select your saved asset search from the Available Saved Searches list and click >.

When you include a saved asset search in your scan profile, the assets and IP addresses associated
with the saved search are scanned.

9. Click theWhen To Scan pane and in the Run Schedule list, selectManual.

10.Click theWhat To Scan pane.

11.Click Save.

For more information about saving an asset search, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide for your
product.

Perform the steps in the procedure, “Running Scan Profiles Manually” on page 78.
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Configuring a Permitted Scan Interval

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can create an operational window to specify the times that a scan can
run.

If a scan does not complete within the operational window, it is paused and continues when the operational
window reopens. To configure an operational window:

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Operational Window.

3. On the toolbar, click Actions >Add.

4. Enter a name for the operational window in the Name field.

5. Choose an operational window schedule from the Schedule list.

6. Optional: Select the times when scanning is permitted.

7. Optional: Select your timezone.

8. If you selectedWeekly from the Schedule list, then click the desired days of the week check boxes in
theWeekly area.

9. If you selectedMonthly from the Schedule list, then select a day from the Day of the month list.

10.Click Save.

Operational windows can be associated with scan profiles by using theWhen To Scan tab on the Scan
Profile Configuration page.

If you assign two overlapping operational windows to a scan profile, the scan profile runs from the
beginning of the earliest operational window to the end of the later operational window. For example,
if you configure two daily operational windows for the periods 1 a.m. to 6 a.m. and 5 a.m. to 9 a.m.,
the scan runs between 1 a.m. and 9 a.m.
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For operational windows that do not overlap, the scan starts from the earliest operational window and
pauses if there's a gap between the operational windows, and then resumes at the beginning of the
next operational window.

Scanning During Permitted Times

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can schedule a scan of your network assets at permitted times, by using
an operational window.

NOTE: If you are applying the operational window to an authenticated patch scan, set the
minimum window to 4 hours.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Operational Window.

3. On the toolbar, select Actions >Add.

4. Type a name for your operational window, configure a permitted time interval and click Save.

5. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

6. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To configure scanning during permitted times, you must
also follow the remaining steps in this procedure.

7. Click theWhen To Scan tab.

8. In the Run Schedule list, select Daily.

9. In the Start Time fields, type or select the date and time that you want your scan to run each day.

10. In the Operational Windows pane, select your operational window from the list and click (>).

11.Click Save.
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Managing Operational Windows

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can edit, delete, and print operational windows.

CAUTION: You can edit an operational window while it is associated with a scan
profile.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Operational Window.

3. Select the operational window that you want to edit.

4. On the toolbar, select an option from the Actions menu.

5. Follow the instructions in the user interface.

NOTE: You cannot delete an operational window that is associated with a scan profile. You
must first disconnect the operational window from the scan profile.

Disconnecting an Operational Window

If you want to delete an operational window that is associated with a scan profile, you must disconnect
the operational window from the scan profile.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. Select the scan profile that you want to edit.

4. On the toolbar, click Edit.

5. Click theWhen To Scan pane.
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6. Select the relevant option from the Run Schedule list as required.

7. In the Name field, select the operational window that you want to disconnect and click (<).

8. Click Save.
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Dynamic Vulnerability Scans

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure a scan to use certain vulnerability scanners for specific
CIDR ranges in your network. For example, your scanners might have access only to certain areas of your
network.

During a scan, JSA Vulnerability Manager determines which scanner to use for each CIDR, IP address, or
IP range that you specify in your scan profile.

Dynamic Scanning and Domains

If you configured domains in the Domain Management window on the Admin tab, you can associate
scanners with the domains that you added.

For example, you might associate different scanners each with a different domain, or with different CIDR
ranges within the same domain. JSA dynamically scans the configured CIDR ranges that contain the IP
addresses you specify on all domains that are associated with the scanners on your system. Assets with
the same IP address on different domains are scanned individually if the CIDR range for each domain
includes that IP address. If an IP address is not within a configured CIDR range for a scanner domain, JSA
scans the domain that is configured for the Controller scanner for the asset.
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Setting Up Dynamic Scanning

To use dynamic scanning, you must do the following actions:

1. Add vulnerability scanners to your JSA Vulnerability Manager deployment. For more information, see
“Options for Adding Scanners to Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment” on page 29.

2. Associate vulnerability scanners with CIDR ranges and domains.

3. Configure a scan of multiple CIDR ranges and enable Dynamic server selection in the Details tab of
the Scan Profile Configuration page.

Associating Vulnerability Scanners with CIDR Ranges

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, to do dynamic scanning, you must associate vulnerability scanners with
different segments of your network.

You must add extra vulnerability scanners to your deployment. For more information, see “Options for
Adding Scanners to Your JSA Vulnerability Manager Deployment” on page 29.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scanners.

NOTE: By default, the Controller scanner is displayed. The Controller scanner is part of the
JSA Vulnerability Manager processor that is deployed on either your JSA Console or on a
dedicated JSA Vulnerability Manager processing appliance. You can assign a CIDR range to
the Controller scanner, but you must deploy extra scanners to use dynamic scanning.

3. Click a scanner on the Scanners page.

4. On the toolbar, click Edit.

NOTE: You cannot edit the name of the scanner. To edit a scanner name, clickAdmin >System
and License Management >Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.
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5. In the CIDR field, type a CIDR range or multiple CIDR ranges that are separated by commas.

6. Click Save.

Scanning CIDR Ranges with Different Vulnerability Scanners

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can scan areas of your network with different vulnerability scanners.

You must configure your network CIDR ranges to use the different vulnerability scanners in your JSA
Vulnerability Manager deployment. For more information, see “Options for Adding Scanners to Your JSA
Vulnerability Manager Deployment” on page 29.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

4. Click the Dynamic server selection check box.

If you configured domains in the Admin >DomainManagementwindow, you can select a domain from
the Domain list. Only assets within the domain you selected are scanned.

5. Optional: Add more CIDR ranges.

6. Click Save.

7. Click the check box on the row that is assigned to your scan on the Scan Profiles page and click Run.
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Scan Policies

A scan policy provides you with a central location to configure specific scanning requirements.

You can use scan policies to specify scan types, ports to be scanned, vulnerabilities to scan for and scanning
tools to use. In JSA Vulnerability Manager, a scan policy is associated with a scan profile and is used to
control a vulnerability scan. You use the ScanPolicies list on theDetails tab of the ScanProfile Configuration
page to associate a scan policy with a scan profile.

You can create a new scan policy or copy and modify a pre-configured policy that is distributed with JSA
Vulnerability Manager.

Pre-configured Scan Policies

The following pre-configured scan policies are distributed with JSA Vulnerability Manager:

• Full scan

• Discovery scan

• Database scan

• Patch scan

• PCI scan

• Web scan

A description of each pre-configured scan policy is displayed on the Scan Policies page.

Scan Policy Automatic Updates for Critical Vulnerabilities

As part of JSA VulnerabilityManager daily automatic updates, you receive new scan policies for tasks such
as detecting zero-day vulnerabilities on your assets.

Use scan policies that are delivered by automatic update to create scan profiles to scan for specific
vulnerabilities. To view all scan policies on your system, go to Administrative >Scan Policies on the
Vulnerabilities tab.

Youmust not edit scan policies that are delivered by automatic update as your changesmight be overwritten
by later updates. You can create a copy and edit it.
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If you delete a scan policy that is delivered by automatic update, it can be recovered only by Juniper
Customer Support.

Modifying a Pre-configured Scan Policy

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can copy a pre-configured scan policy and modify the policy to your
exact scanning requirements.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Policies.

3. On the Scan Policies page, click a pre-configured scan policy.

4. On the toolbar, click Edit.

5. Click Copy.

6. In the Copy scan policy window, type a new name in the Name field and click OK.

7. Click the copy of your scan policy and on the toolbar, click Edit.

8. In the Description field, type new information about the scan policy.

NOTE: If youmodify the new scan policy, youmust update the information in the description.

9. To modify your scan policy, use the Port Scan, Vulnerabilities, Tool Groups, or Tools tabs.

NOTE: Depending on the Scan Type that you select, you cannot use all the tabs on the Scan
Policy window.
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Configuring a Scan Policy

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure a scan policy to meet any specific requirements for your
vulnerability scans. You can copy and rename a preconfigured scan policy or you can add a new scan policy.
You can't edit a preconfigured scan policy.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Policies.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

4. Type the name and description of your scan policy.

To configure a scan policy, you must at least configure the mandatory fields in the New Scan Policy
window, which are the Name and Description fields.

5. From the Scan Type list, select the scan type.

6. To manage and optimize the asset-discovery process, click the Asset Discovery tab.

7. To manage the ports and protocols that are used for a scan, click the Port Scan tab.

8. To include specific vulnerabilities in your patch scan policy, click the Vulnerabilities tab.

NOTE: The Vulnerabilities tab is available only when you select a patch scan.

9. To include or exclude tool groups from your scan policy, click the Tool Groups tab.

NOTE: The Tool Groups tab is available only when you select a zero-credentialed full–scan
or full-scan plus policy.

10. To include or exclude tools from a scan policy, click the Tools tab.

NOTE: The Tools tab is available only when you select a zero-credentialed Full Scan or
FullScan Plus policy.
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NOTE: If you do not modify the tools or tool groups, and you select the Full option as your
scan type, then all the tools and tool groups that are associated with a full scan are included
in your scan policy.

11.Click Save.
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False Positives Management

Commonly, false positives in vulnerability scanning occur when the scanner can access only a subset of
the required information, which prevents it from accurately determining whether a vulnerability exists.

To help reduce the number of false positives, you must configure your scanners with the appropriate
credentials. The scans need access to all of the asset information required information from assets so that
you can accurately determine whether a vulnerability exists.

Why do False Positives Occur?

A false positive might occur when the scanner can read only the configuration information from service
banners. For example, a scanner that reads an Apache banner can detect that only version 2.2.15 is installed
from the HTTP banner, even when version 2.2.15-39 is also installed and that the version contains a
software fix that was backported.

Another example is when the scanner reads the banner and detects the version of SSH that is installed,
but can't detect the patch level or the operating system. If the scanner detects that SSH-2 is installed but
can't determine the operating system, the scanner can't accurately determinewhether a vulnerability exists
in some instances. The vulnerability might be correctly identified on one asset but is a false positive on
the other asset because SSH vulnerabilities on RedHat SSHmight not be the same for other Linux operating
systems.

Why Don't Scanners Retrieve All the Required Information

Vulnerability scanners can't always access the information that they need to accurately determinewhether
a vulnerability exists. This limitation commonly results in false positives.

• Scanner can't authenticate--

If the scanner can't authenticate on the end point, the scanner must rely on the limited information from
anonymous network services probing such as the information retrieved from reading banners.

Banners might contain incorrect versions and outdated patch-level information, which results in false
positives. However, if the scanner can authenticate, it can determine the full version of the operation
system and patch-level information, and then suppress any false-positive vulnerabilities.

• Best practices about banners --

Use these best practices about banners when you set up vulnerability scanning in your network:
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• Don't include detailed or sensitive information in a banner because a hacker can get crucial information
about the applications and services that are running on an asset and then use known vulnerabilities to
exploit them.

• Know the type of information that is available anonymously in banners. Assess the likely attempted
attack vectors. This information is helpful for assessing your network security, and for gathering network
information.

• Flag vulnerability information that is read from banners as false positives by tagging the vulnerability as
an exception from tabs such as the Vulnerability Instances pane of the Asset Details window or the
Vulnerability History window.

• Tune scans by enabling or disabling tools in scan policies that can prevent these scans from starting.

Authenticated Windows Based Scan Techniques

Authenticated Windows based scanning uses the following two techniques to detect vulnerabilities:

• Registry scanning where the scanner needs access to the registry.

• OVAL scanning where WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) must be configured correctly.

If either of these two techniques fail, then the scan result is prone to false positives.

You must enable the remote registry service for the scanner to access the registry.

Misconfiguration of WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) can generate false positives.

Identify Authentication Failures

If a scan does not authenticate successfully, hover your cursor over the warning symbol see why the scan
encountered issues. For example,

The last scan of this asset failed STATUS_LOGON_FAILURE Therefore the vulnerability may not be
accurate

Other examples of warnings messages include, SSH logon failure, remote registry service not started, and
noWMI access.
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How is the Vulnerability Scan Result Detected?

Determine whether the vulnerability scan result is generated from an authenticated scan or from an
anonymous reading of a banner. Scan results that are generated form an anonymous reading of a banner
are more likely to be false positives.

Hover in the Details column of the vulnerability scan result for the asset to see how the vulnerability is
detected.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. From the navigation menu, click Scan Results.

3. Double-click a scan profile in the Name column.

4. Click any row in the Vulnerability Instances column.

5. Hover over a result in the Details column to see more details.

For example, the following details might be generated when the scanner reads a banner:

SERVER: Apache/2.2.15(Red Hat)

Patch Scans and False Positives

Vulnerabilities that are detected from patch scans are unlikely to be false positives, except for Windows
KB updates.Windows updates, which are prefixed by a knowledge base number (KB) can be false positives
when the WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) phase of the Windows authenticated scan fails.

Windows updates are superseded over time. For example, a current Windows KB supersedes the initial
KB that addressed an original vulnerability fix. Superseding isn't an issue for recent Windows updates or
when WMI or OVAL scanning is successful because the scan accounts for any newer updates.
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Investigating a Potential False Positive from an
Authenticated Scan

Sometimes, an authenticated scan generates a false positive because the scan fails.

Research the vulnerability.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. From the navigation menu, click Scan Results.

3. In the Scan results window, click a row in the Vulnerabilities column.

4. Click the vulnerability that you want to investigate.

5. Click the Plugin Details link to open the patching window for the vulnerability.

6. Use the tabs to discover Oval Definition, Windows Knowledge Base, or UNIX advisory information
about the vulnerability.

• For vulnerabilities that are created from an Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
test, click the appropriate OVAL tab to see the criteria that JSA Vulnerability Manager uses in the
test.

• For vulnerabilities that are created from anWindows KB registry scan, click theWindows KB tab to
view the updates (KBs) that JSA Vulnerability Manager associates with the vulnerability.

• For vulnerabilities that are created because of a missing RPMPackageManager (RPM), click theUnix
tab. The displayed packages and revisions are checked against the appropriate operating systems
releases.
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Authenticated Patch Scans

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can scan for community names and run authenticated patch scans for
Windows, Linux, and UNIX operating systems.

SNMP Community Names

You can scan your network assets by using SNMP community names. This function applies to SNMP V1
and V2c.

When you scan assets, JSA Vulnerability Manager authenticates by using the SNMP services that are
found and completes a more detailed vulnerability scan.

Windows Patch Scans

To scan Windows operating systems for missing patches, the remote registry access and Windows
management interface (WMI) must be enabled. If your Windows patch scan returns WMI connectivity
issues, you must configure your Windows systems.

To read WMI data on a remote server, you must enable the connections between your JSA console and
the server that you are monitoring. If the server is using a Windows firewall, then you must configure the
system to enable remote WMI requests.

If you are use a non-administrator account to monitor the Windows server, then you must enable the
account to interact with Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM).

If the patch scan tool cannot connect to a Windows asset, a yellow triangular warning icon is displayed
next to the asset in the scan results. The following vulnerability is raised: Local Checks Error.

Enabling some restrictions for unauthenticated RPC clients in your Windows Group Policy prevents JSA
VulnerabilityManager from runningWMI querieswhen it scans aWindows server.When this authentication
failure occurs, a yellow triangular warning icon is displayed next to the asset in the scan results. For example,
if you enableRestrictUnauthenticatedRPCClient inWindows 2012, you can selectNone,Authenticated,
or Authenticated without exceptions from the menu. If you select Authenticated without exceptions,
JSA Vulnerability Manager cannot run WMI queries and is unable to complete the scan.
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Secure Linux Operating System Authenticated Scanning

To scan Linux operating systems by using secure authentication, you can configure public key encryption
between your console or managed host and your scan targets.

When secure authentication is configured, you do not need to specify a Linux operating system password
in your scan profile.

You must configure public key authentication on every Linux operating system that you scan.

If you move your vulnerability processor to a dedicated vulnerability processor appliance, you must
reconfigure the secure authentication between the dedicated vulnerability processor appliance and the
scan target.

If the patch scan tool cannot connect to a Linux asset, a yellow triangular warning icon is displayed next
to the asset in the scan results. The following vulnerability is raised: SSH Patch Scanning - Failed Logon.

Centralized Credential Sets

When you run authenticated scans, you can use a central list that stores the login credentials for your
Linux, UNIX, orWindows operating systems. Your system administratormust configure the list of credentials.

An administrator can specify credentials for SNMPnetwork devices and Linux, UNIX, orWindows operating
systems. Therefore, a user who is responsible for configuring a scan profile does not need to know the
credentials of each asset that is scanned. Also, if the credentials of an asset change, the credentials can
be modified centrally rather than updating the scan profile.

Configuring a Credential Set

In JSA VulnerabilityManager, you can create a credential set for the assets in your network. During a scan,
if a scan tool requires the credentials for a Linux, UNIX, or Windows operating system, the credentials are
automatically passed to the scan tool from the credential set.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. In the System Configuration pane, click Centralized Credentials.

3. In the Centralized Credentials window, on the toolbar, click Add.

To configure a credential set, the only mandatory field in the Credential Setwindow is theName field.
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4. In the Credential Set window, click the Assets tab.

5. Type a CIDR range for the assets that you want to specify credentials for and click Add.

Users must have network access permissions that are granted in their security profile for an IP address
or CIDR address range that they use or create credentials for in Centralized Credentials.

6. Click the Linux/Unix, Windows, or Network Devices (SNMP) tabs, then type your credentials.

7. Click Save.
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Configuring Linux Operating System Public Key
Authentication

To scan Linux operating systems by using secure public key authentication, you must configure your JSA
console or managed host and the asset that you want to scan. When authentication is configured you can
do authenticated scanning by specifying a Linux operating system user name, and not specifying a password.
JSA supports both rsa and dsa for SSH key generation.

You must install a public and private key on a QVM scanner, and install the public key on the scan target.

A QVM scanner is automatically installed on a QVM processor host, and might also be installed on other
managed hosts.

The user account on the scan target must have a login shell and must be capable of running the commands
that are required for a patch scan on the target. For more information, see “Enabling Permissions for Linux
or UNIX Patch Scans” on page 111.

This procedure describes how to configure a single public/private key pair and transfer them to a QVM
scanner and scan target.
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1. Using SSH, log in to the JSA QVM console as the root user.

2. Generate a public key pair by typing the following command:

su -m -c 'ssh-keygen -t-dsa <key_type>' qvmuser

NOTE: <key_type> is either dsa or rsa.

3. Accept the default file by pressing Enter.

4. Accept the default passphrase for the public key by pressing Enter.

5. Press Enter again to confirm.

6. Copy the public and private keys to all managed hosts on which a QVM scanner is installed.

cd /home/qvmuser/ .ssh

rsync -ogp id_<key_type> id_<key_type>.pub <IP address>;/home/qvmuser/.ssh

• Replace <key_type> with dsa or rsa.

• Replace <IP address>with the IP address of the scanner and enter the root passwordwhen prompted.

NOTE: The QVM processor includes a scanner. If the processor is not running on the JSA
console, you must also transfer the keys to the QVM processor.

7. Copy the public key to the scan target by typing the following command:

ssh-copy-id -i /home/qvmuser/.ssh/id_dsa.pub root@<IP address>

ssh-copy-id -I id_<key_type>.pub<user>@<IP address>

• <key_type> - dsa or rsa.

• <IP address> - the IP address of the scan target.

• <user> - the user on the scan target.

8. Type the user password for the scan target.

9. Check that the qvmuser account on the QVM scanner can SSH to the scan target without a password
by typing the following command:

su -m -c 'ssh -o StrictHostKeyChecking=no root-<user>@IP address-<IP address> ls' qvmuser
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• <IP address> - the IP address of the scan target.

• <user> - the user on the scan target.

A list of the files in the user's home directory on the scan target is displayed.

Create a scan profile in JSA Vulnerability Manager with user name of the user on the scan target without
specifying a password and run a patch scan.
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Configuring an Authenticated Scan Of the Linux or
UNIX Operating Systems

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure an authentication scan of the Linux or UNIX operating
systems that are on your network. You can manually specify the credentials in the scan profile or use a
credential set.

To scan by using a credential list, you must first define a central list of the credentials that are required by
your operating systems. For more information, see “Configuring a Credential Set” on page 107.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. To configure an authenticated scan, you must also follow
the remaining steps in this procedure.

4. Click Use Centralized Credentials to scan your Linux or UNIX operating systems.

If a credential set is not configured and you do not manually specify the credentials, the scan tools run
but no credentials are passed in.
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If QVM cannot find a centralized credential set for the hosts that you are scanning, it uses existing
credentials that you manually specify in the Additional Credentials tab.

5. Click theWhen To Scan tab.

6. In the Run Schedule list, selectManual.

7. Click the Additional Credentials tab.

8. In the Linux/Unix Patch Scanning area, type the user name and password for the Linux or UNIX hosts
that you want to scan and click >.

A password is not required, if you configured secure public key authentication between your console
and your scan target.

9. Click Save.

10. In the Scan Profiles page, click Run.
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Enabling Permissions for Linux or UNIX Patch Scans

Non-root user accounts must have the permissions to run the commands that JSA Vulnerability Manager
requires to scan for patches on Linux and UNIX computers.

Do the following tasks to verify that the user account that you use for scanning has the relevant permissions
for Linux or UNIX patch scanning:

1. SSH to the asset.

2. Run the following uname commands:

uname -m uname -n uname -s uname -r uname -v uname -p uname -a
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3. Depending on your operating system, run the following commands:

Table 12: Commands to Run on Your Operating System

CommandsOperating System

The following files contain the relevant content for your distribution:

/etc/redhat-release

/etc/SuSE-release

/etc/debian-version

/etc/slackware-version

/etc/mandrake-version

/etc/gentoo-version

For example, on Red Hat Enterprise Linux, use the commands:

ls /etc/redhat-release cat/etc/redhat-release rpm -qa --qf '%{NAME}--%
{VERSION}---%{RELEASE}\|%{EPOCH}--% {ARCH}---%{FILENAMES}--%
{SIGPGP}---%{SIGGPG}\n' rpm -qa --qf '%{NAME}-% {VERSION}-%{RELEASE}|%
{EPOCH}\n'

Linux

/usr/bin/svcs -a/ usr/bin/pkginfo -x \| awk '{ if ( NR % 2 ) { prev = \$1 } else { print
prev\" \"\$0 } }' /usr/bin/showrev -p /usr/sbin/patchadd -p /usr/bin/isainfo -b
/usr/bin/isainfo -k /usr/bin/isainfo -n /usr/bin/isainfo -v

Solaris

/usr/sbin/swlist -l fileset -a revision /usr/sbin/swlist -l patchHP-UX

oslevel -r lslpp -LcAIX

vmware -vesxupdate query --all . /etc/profile ; /sbin/esxupdate query –allESX

TIP: As a best practice, turn off email notifications for the scan user account because email
notification might interfere with the processing of scan results. View your operating system
documentation for details about turning off email notifications for user accounts.
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Scanning on Windows-based Assets

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses registry scanning and Open Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL)
scanning to detect vulnerabilities onWindows-based assets. Use authenticated scans to detect allWindows
vulnerabilities. Unauthenticated scans might not detect all Windows vulnerabilities.

When Are Vulnerability Data Updates Visible in JSA?

Newly published vulnerabilities are visible on the JSA VulnerabilityManager dashboard and in the research
section of the Vulnerability tab in JSA.

JSAVulnerabilityManager gets daily vulnerability updates, which includes news, advisories, newly published
vulnerabilities and their associated metadata, test data, and any new detection.

JSA Vulnerability Manager systems are typically updated with the most recent vulnerabilities 2-3 days
after they are announced.

What Types Of Scanning Methods Are Available?

The following list describes important points about scanning methods that are available to detect
vulnerabilities on Windows-based assets:

• Authenticated or unauthenticated scans--Youmust use authenticated scans to detect allWindows-based
vulnerabilities. If you use an unauthenticated scan to detect Windows-based vulnerabilities, the results
might not be complete and they are prone to false positives.

• Registry scans--Registry scanning is used to detect vulnerabilities on the Windows operating system.

• JSAVulnerabilityManager uses the remote registry service andWindowsManagement Instrumentation
(WMI) to retrieve information about installed KB service packs, installed software, and enabled services
from the endpoints that it scans, and this information is correlated with vulnerability definitions.

• EachWindows vulnerability definition includes the Bulletin, KB, product, OS, service pack, and required
Windows service.

• OpenVulnerabilityAssessmentLanguage (OVAL) scans--OVAL (OpenVulnerabilityAssessment Language)
scanning is used to detect vulnerabilities on the Windows operating system.

Open Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL) is a standard that is referenced when you do OVAL
tests for vulnerabilities and configuration tests on assets. The following list describes information about
vulnerabilities and OVAL tests.
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• Tests can include any combination of registry keys, registry key values, .dll and .exe versions, running
services, presence of files.

• Each vulnerability definition is an XML logical expression that determines whether the system is
vulnerable.

• All .exe and .dll versions are tested.

• You can click the CVE link for a vulnerability to see whether it has an OVAL test, for example,
CVE-2013-3910 (https://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2013-3910)

• OVAL test definitions are available online at the Oval website, (https://oval.cisecurity.org/)

• The OVAL test can override a generated vulnerability.

• WindowsOSpatch scans--Windows operating systempatch scanning is an authenticated network-based
method that is used to interrogate the target computer for missing security-related software fixes and
updates. Patch scans do a limited Nmap port scan of ports, 22, 139, and 445, to determine whether the
asset is aWindows or an UNIX asset. If the port scan discovers NetBIOS ports 139 or 445, it knows that
these ports are from a Windows-based asset. The enum vulnerability tool is used to scan a Windows
asset.Patch scans are not intrusive, and they don't do any active vulnerability tests.Patch scans factor
in superseded patches automatically.

It is possible to scan computers for Windows OS patches without configuring Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) and Administrative Shares but the results are not complete and they are prone
to false positives.

Configuration Requirements for Windows-based Asset Scanning

The following list describes requirements that you must configure for Windows-based asset scanning:

• Configure remote registry access on the assets.

• Configure Windows management instrumentation (WMI) on the assets.

• To read WMI data on a remote server through a firewall, you must allow WMI requests through a
Windows firewall.

• If you use a non-administrator account to monitor the Windows server, you must set minimum DCOM
permissions and grant DCOM remote access permissions for that non-administrator account.

• Configure administrative shares on the assets.
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Configuring an Authenticated Scan Of the Windows
Operating System

In JSA VulnerabilityManager, you can configure a scan of theWindows operating systems that are installed
on your network. You can manually specify the credentials in the scan profile or use a credential set.

If scanning is performedwithout administrative privileges, then JSAVulnerabilityManager scans the remote
registry for each installation on the Windows operating system.

Scanning without administrative privileges is incomplete, prone to false positives, and does not cover many
third-party applications.

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses standard Windows operating system remote access protocols that are
enabled by default in most windows deployments.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the ScanProfile Configuration page. To configure an authenticated scan of theWindows operating
system, you must also follow the remaining steps in this procedure.

4. Click Use Centralized Credentials to scan your Windows operating systems.

You must configure a credential set or manually specify credentials for hosts before scan tools that
require credentials can run.

If QVM cannot find a centralized credential set for the hosts that you are scanning, it uses existing
credentials that you manually specify in the Additional Credentials tab.

5. Click theWhen To Scan pane.

6. In the Run Schedule list, selectManual.

If you want the scan to run at a later time, choose from one of the available Run Schedule options.

7. Click the Additional Credentials area.

8. In theWindows Patch Scanning area, type the Domain, Username, and Password for the Windows
hosts that you want to scan and click (>).
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The domain name that you type is your Windows domain, not an Internet domain.

9. Click Save.

10. In the Scan Profiles page, click Run.
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Remote Registry

The Remote Registry service must be enabled and started and accessible from both the JSA Vulnerability
Manager scanner appliance and the configured scanning user used in the scan profile.

If the remote registry cannot be accessed, windows patch scanning fails completely.

If JSA VulnerabilityManager cannot access the remote registry, the scan results record the following error:

Local Checks Error – Remote Registry Service Not Running

In JSA Vulnerability Manager release 2014.3 and later, a yellow triangle icon is displayed next to the asset
in the scan results.

The status of the remote registry service can be verified from the Administrative Control Panel under
Services. Ensure that the following dependent services are started:

• Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

• DCOM Server Process Launcher

• RPC EndPoint Mapper

JSA Vulnerability Manager can access the remote registry over the classic NetBIOS (ports 135, 137, 139)
or the newer NetBIOS over TCP (on port 445). Network or personal firewalls that block access to either
of these protocols prevents access to Windows patch scans.

Administrative user accounts have access to the remote registry by default. Non-administrative user
accounts do not have access to the remote registry. You must configure access.
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Enabling Remote Registry Access to Assets on the
Windows Operating System

To scan Windows-based systems, you must configure your registry.

1. Log in to your Windows-based system.

2. Click Start.

3. In the Search programs and files field, type services and press Enter.

4. In the Services window, locate the Remote Registry service.

5. Right-click the Remote Registry service and click Start.

6. Close the Services window.
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Assigning Minimum Remote Registry Permissions

Administrative user accounts have access to the remote registry by default. Non-administrative user
accounts do not have access to the remote registry. You must configure access.
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1. On the target Windows computer, create or designate a Local or Global User (example,
"QVM_scan_user") and assign read-only Registry access to the non-administrative user account.

2. Log on to your Windows computer by using an account that has administrator privileges. Click Start
>Run.

3. Type regedit.

4. Click OK.

5. Go to the key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurePipeServers \winreg.

The permissions that are associated with this registry key control which users or group can access the
registry remotely from the network.

6. Highlight the winreg key and do one of the following steps:

• OnWindows XP or later, click Edit >Permissions.

• OnWindows 2000, click Security >Permissions.

7. Give read-only access to the designated "QVM_scan_user" account.

On Windows XP, the ForceGuest setting is enabled by default when in workgroup mode. This setting
might cause access problems for WMI connections and shares access, other DCOM services, and RPC
services. You cannot disable the ForceGuest setting on Windows XP Home computers.
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Configuring WMI

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to locate and identify
versions of the installed .exe and .dll files on the target assets that are scanned.
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Without the information that is provided byWindowsManagement Instrumentation (WMI),many third-party
applications are missed. False positives that are detected during registry scanning (by using the remote
registry service) cannot be identified or removed by JSA Vulnerability Manager.

WMI is installed on all of modern Windows operating systems, such as Windows Vista, Windows 2008,
Windows 2012, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1).

Remote WMI requests must be enabled and accessible by the scanning user on assets that are scanned.
If WMI is not available, the following error is reported in the scan results:

Local Checks Error – Unable to Query WMI serviceMount Remote Filesystem

In JSA Vulnerability Manager release 2014.3 and above, a yellow triangle warning icon appears next to
the asset in the scan results.

To read WMI data on a remote server, a connection must be made from your management computer
(where the monitoring software is installed) to the server that you are monitoring. If the target server is
running the Windows Firewall (also called Internet Connection Firewall) which is installed on Windows
XP andWindows 2003 computers, youmust configure the firewall to allow remoteWMI requests through.
To configureWindows Firewall to allow remoteWMI requests, open a shell prompt and enter the following
command:

netsh firewall set service RemoteAdmin enable

If your patch scan is not successful, do the following steps.

1. On the target server, go to Control Panel >Administrative Tools >Computer Management.

2. Expand Services and Applications.

3. Right-clickWMI Control and click Properties.

4. Click the Security tab.

5. Click Security.

6. If necessary, add the monitoring user, and click the Remote Enable check box for the user or group
that requests WMI data. To add a monitoring user or group:

a. Click Add.

b. In the Enter the object names to select field, type the name of your group or user name.

c. Click OK.

7. Click Advanced and apply to the root and sub name spaces.
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NOTE: In some cases, you might also need to configure the Windows firewall and DCOM
settings.

If you experienceWMI issues, you can install theWMIAdministrative tools from theMicrosoft
website.

The tools include a WMI browser that helps you connect to a remote machine and browse
through the WMI information. These tools help you to isolate any connectivity issues in a
more direct and simpler environment.
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Setting Minimum DCOM Permissions

To connect to a remote computer by using WMI, you must ensure that the correct DCOM settings and
WMI namespace security settings are enabled for the connection.

To grant DCOM remote launch and activation permissions for a user or group, do these steps.

1. Click Start >Run, type DCOMCNFG, and then click OK.

2. In the Component Services dialog box, expand Component Services, expand Computers, and then
right-clickMy Computer and click Properties.

3. In theMy Computer Properties dialog box, click the COM Security tab.

4. Under Launch and Activation Permissions, click Edit Limits.

5. In the Launch Permission dialog box, if your name or your group does not appear in theGroups or user
names list, follow these steps:

a. In the Launch Permission dialog box, click Add.
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b. In the Select Users, Computers, or Groups dialog box, add your name and the group in the Enter
the object names to select box, and then click OK.

6. In the Launch Permission dialog box, select your user and group in the Group or user names box.

7. In the Allow column under Permissions for User, select Remote Launch and select Remote Activation,
and then click OK.
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Setting DCOM Remote Access Permissions

You must set up DCOM remote access permissions for certain users and groups.

If Computer A is connecting remotely to Computer B, you can set the remote access permissions on
Computer B to allow a user or group that is not a member of the Administrators group on Computer B to
connect remotely to Computer B.

1. Click Start >Run, type DCOMCNFG, and then click OK.

2. In the Component Services dialog box, expand Component Services, expand Computers, and then
right-clickMy Computer and click Properties.

3. In theMy Computer Properties dialog box, click the COM Security tab.

4. In the Access Permissions section, click Edit Limits.

5. Configure one of the following users or groups to have remote access rights:

• In the Access Permission dialog box, select the ANONYMOUS LOGON name in the Group or user
names box. In the Permissions for ANONYMOUS LOGON area, select the Allow check box for
Remote Access, and then click OK.

• In the Access Permission dialog box, select the Everyone name in the Group or user names box. In
the Permissions for Everyone area, select the Allow check box for Remote Access, and then click
OK.
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• In the Access Permission dialog box, select the <QVM scan user> name in the Group or user names
box. In the Permissions for <QVM scan user> area, select the Allow check box for Remote Access,
and then click OK.

NOTE: If you want to use the <QVM scan user> user account, you must create the user
account before you grant DCOM remote access rights. You must also “ConfiguringWMI” on
page 120 for this user.
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Administrative Shares

AllWindows computers have administrative shares, \\machinename\driveletter$ enabled, especially when
they are part of a domain.

JSA Vulnerability Manager uses administrative shares to detect vulnerabilities on the following limited set
of applications:

• Mozilla Firefox

• Mozilla Thunderbird

• Java FX

• Apache Archiva

• Apache Continuum

• Google ChromePreferences

Administrative shares are not visible to non-administrative users, and some organizations disable
administrative shares or use non-administrative user accounts to scan. If administrative shares are not
accessible, JSA Vulnerability Manager might miss vulnerabilities in the products in the preceding list or
produce false positives. In general, JSA Vulnerability Manager vulnerability tests use only administrative
shares as a last resort, and use registry scans and WMI.
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Enabling Administrative Shares

OnWindows Vista or later, administrative shares are disabled by default when in "workgroup" mode.

Enable administrative shares by using these steps:

1. Click Start >Run and type regedit.

2. Go to the key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System

3. Right-clickWMI Control and click Properties.

4. Add a new DWORD named: LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy

5. Set the value to 1.
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Disabling Administrative Shares

Some organizations do notwant to enable administrative shares. However, when enable the remote registry
service, the server service is started and administrative shares are enabled.
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To disable administrative shares, modify the following registry key:

1. Click Start >Run and type regedit.

2. Go to the key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanManServer\

3. Set the AutoShareWks parameter to 0.

NOTE: This action does not disable the IPC$ share. Although this share is not used to access
files directly, ensure that anonymous access to this share is disabled. Alternatively, you can
remove the IPC$ share completely by deleting it at start-up by using the following command:

net share IPC$ /delete

Use this method to remove the C$ and D$ shares also.
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Manually Configuring NTLMv2 Authentication to
Prevent Scan Failures

You must manually configure the credentialed scans that you run against assets that use Microsoft New
Technology LAN Manager version 2 (NTLMv2) so that you can prevent the scans from failing.

When you run a credentialed scan against a Windows asset that uses the LAN Manager Authentication
Level of "SendNTLMv2 responseonly. Refuse LMandNTLM", some of the scan tools can fail authentication

A yellowwarning triangle is displayed for the asset, and a local checks error vulnerability is raised. Running
the scan multiple times can result in locking the user account out of the asset.

To prevent the scans that you run against assets that use NTMLv2 from failing, manually enable NTMLv2
authentication in the following files on the QVM Scanner:
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• /opt/qvm/etc/smb.conf

• /opt/qvm/etc/smb.conf.smbv1

• /opt/qvm/etc/smb.conf.smbv2

Open each of these files and add the following line: client ntlmv2 auth = yes
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Vulnerability Exception Rules

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure exception rules to minimize the number of false positive
vulnerabilities.

When you apply exception rules to vulnerabilities, you reduce the number of vulnerabilities that are
displayed in search results.

If you create a vulnerability exception, the vulnerability is not removed from JSA Vulnerability Manager.

Viewing Exception Rules

To display vulnerability exceptions, you can search your vulnerability data by using search filters.

To view exception rules, click the Vulnerabilities tab, then click Vulnerability Exception in the navigation
pane.

NOTE: The Exception Rules table displays only the most recently entered comment. To view
other comments, hover over the Comment column for the rule.

Applying a Vulnerability Exception Rule

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can manually apply a vulnerability exception rule to a vulnerability that
you decide does not pose a significant threat.

If you apply an exception rule, the vulnerability is no longer displayed in JSA Vulnerability Manager search
results. However, the vulnerability is not removed from JSA Vulnerability Manager.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities >By Network.

3. Search your vulnerability data. On the toolbar, click Search >New Search.

4. Click the Vulnerability Instances column link.
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5. Select the vulnerability that you want to create an exception rule for.

6. On the toolbar, select Actions >Exception.

7. In the Exception Rule field, select an expiry option.

8. To provide a reason for the exception, select a reason from the Reason list.

9. In the Assets field, select your target assets for the exception rule by choosing from the following
options:

• To apply the exception to all assets, select Exception vulnerability for all assets.

• To apply the exception to a specific asset, select Exception for specific asset with current IP.

By default, the asset that is associated with the vulnerability that you selected in Step 5 is selected.

• To apply the exception to a specific IP address, CIDR, or network, enter the details, select your domain
and click Add.

If you select a specific network from your network hierarchy, the exception applies only to the IP
addresses in that network. For example, if an IP address is assigned to two networks in the network
hierarchy, the exception does not apply to that same IP address in the second network, unless you
specify it as an exception.

10. In the Notes field, enter comments in the Commentstext box.

11.Click Save or Cancel.
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Managing a Vulnerability Exception Rule

If you receive new information about a vulnerability, you can update or remove an existing vulnerability
exception rule.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Vulnerability Exception.

3. Click the vulnerability that you want to manage.

4. On the toolbar, select an option from the Actions menu.

NOTE: If you delete a vulnerability exception rule, no warning is displayed. The vulnerability
is immediately deleted.

5. Click Save.
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Searching Vulnerability Exceptions

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can search your vulnerability data and filter the search results to display
vulnerability exceptions.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, selectManage Vulnerabilities >By Asset.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.
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4. To filter your vulnerability data to include vulnerability exceptions, from the Search Parameters pane,
select one of the following options:

• Include vulnerability exceptions

Displays all vulnerabilities, including vulnerabilities with an exception rule applied to them.

• Only include vulnerability exceptions

Displays vulnerabilities only with an exception rule applied to them.

5. Click Add Filter.

6. Click Search.
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Scan Investigations

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can investigate summary asset and vulnerability data for each scan.

To investigate vulnerability scans, do the following tasks:

• Build and save complex vulnerability search criteria.

• Investigate exploitation risk levels at a network, asset, and vulnerability level.

• Prioritize your vulnerability remediation processes.

Scan Results

You can use the Scan Results page to investigate the following information:

• The progress of a scan and the scanning tools that are queued and running.

• The status of a scan. For example, a scan with a status of Stopped indicates that the scan completed
successfully or was canceled.

• The degree of risk that is associated with each completed scan profile. The Score column shows the
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) score for the completed scan profile. The CVSS base and
temporal score are included in the calculation of this score but the CVSS environmental score is not
included in this calculation. The CVSS environmental score is incorporated in the Risk Score column that
you can view in theManage Vulnerabilities window.

• The total number of assets that were found by the scan.

• The total number of vulnerabilities that were discovered by the completed scan profile.

• The total number of open services that were discovered by the completed scan profile.

NOTE: Scan progress can indicate that the scan is 100% complete while the results are still
processing. To see if processing is complete, hover over the progress bar.

Vulnerability Counts

The Scan Results page shows Vulnerabilities and Vulnerabilities Instances.
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• The Vulnerabilities column shows the total number of unique vulnerabilities that were discovered on
all the scanned assets.

• When you scan multiple assets, the same vulnerability might be present on different assets. Therefore,
the Vulnerability Instances column shows the total number of vulnerabilities that were discovered on
all the scanned assets.

Searching Scan Results

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can search and filter your scan results.

For example, youmight want to identify recent scans, scans on a specific IP address, or scans that identified
a specific vulnerability.

Use theName field on theVulnerabilities tab to search results by scan profile name. To usemore advanced
criteria in your search, do the following:

Domain-level restrictions are not applied until the security profiles are updatedwith an associated domain,
and the changes are deployed.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Scan Results.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

To search your scan results, there are no mandatory fields. All parameters are optional.

4. To show scan results for scans that completed within a recent number of days, type a value in the Scan
Run in the last days field.

5. To show scan results for a specific vulnerability, click Browse in the Contains Vulnerability field.

6. To show scan results for scans that were only scheduled, click Exclude on demand scan.

7. Click Search.
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Including Column Headings in Asset Searches

Limit asset searches with filters that include custom asset profiles, name, vulnerability count, and risk score.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Asset Profiles, then on the toolbar click Search > New Search.

3. In the field containing column names, in the field on the left, click the column headings you want to
include in your search, and click the arrow button to move the selected headings to field on the right.

4. Click the up and down buttons to change the priority of the selected column headings.

5. When the field on the right contains all the column heading that you want to search on, click Search.
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Managing Scan Results

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, on the Scan Results page, you can manage your scan results and manage
the scans that are running.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Scan Results.

3. If you want to rerun completed scans, select the check box in the rows assigned to the scans and click
Run.

A completed scan has a status of Stopped.

4. Optional: To delete completed scan results:

a. On the Scan Results page, select the check box in the rows assigned to the scans results you want
to delete.

b. On the toolbar, click Delete.

If you delete a set of scan results, no warning is displayed. The scan results are immediately deleted.

CAUTION: When you delete a set of scan results, neither the scan data in the
JSA asset model or the scan profile are deleted.

5. To cancel a scan that is running:

a. On the Scan Results page, select the check box in the rows assigned to the scans youwant to cancel.

b. On the toolbar, click Cancel.

You can cancel a scan that has a status of Running or Paused.

After you cancel a scan, the status of the scan is Stopped.
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Republishing Scan Results

If the asset model is not automatically updated with results from a completed scan, you can manually
republish them from the Scan Results page.

If you did not select the Update Asset Model check box when you configured a scan profile, the scan
results aren't automatically published to the asset model. You can update the asset model manually with
scan results for that profile.

1. Go to Vulnerabilities >Scan Results

2. Click the check box on the row that is assigned to the scan results that you want to republish.

3. Click Republish on the Scan Results page toolbar and then click OK.

A red warning icon in the Type column indicates that the asset model is not updated with the selected
scan results. The red warning icon disappears after the republishing process is complete.

4. Move the mouse pointer over the Type column to view confirmation in the tooltip that the asset model
is updated for the selected scan results.

NOTE: You can republish multiple scan results at the same time. However, if you republish
two sets of scan results from the same profile, the asset model is updated with only the latest
set of scan results.

If you configured automatic report generation on the Email tab of the Scan Profile
Configuration page, reports are generated and sent to the email addresses you configured
when you republish scan results.
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Asset Risk Levels and Vulnerability Categories

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can investigate the exploitation risk level of your scanned assets on the
Scan Results Assets page.

The Scan Results Assets page provides a risk and vulnerability summary for each of the assets that you
scanned by running a scan profile.

Risk Score

Each vulnerability that is detected on your network has a risk score that is calculated by using the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) base score. A high risk score provides an indication of the potential
for a vulnerability exploitation.

On the ScanResults Assets page the Score column is an accumulation of the risk score for each vulnerability
on an asset. The accumulated value provides an indication of the level of risk that is associated with each
asset.

To quickly identify the assets that are most at risk to vulnerability exploitation, click the Score column
heading to sort your assets by the risk level.

Vulnerability Counts and Categories

The Scan Results Assets page shows the total number of vulnerabilities and open services that were
discovered on every scanned asset.

To identify the assets with the highest number of vulnerabilities, click the Vulnerability Instances column
heading to order your assets.

The High,Medium, Low, andWarning columns group all vulnerabilities according to their risk.

The Policy Check Passed % and Policy Check Failed % columns display the percentage of policy checks
that the asset passed or failed in the benchmark scan. Click the values in these columns to see more
information on policy checks that passed or failed on the Scan Results Policy Checks page.
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Asset, Vulnerability, and Open Services Data

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, the Scan Results Asset Details page shows asset, vulnerability, and open
services data.

By using the options on the toolbar, you can switch between viewing vulnerabilities and open services.

The Scan Results Asset Details page provides the following information:

• Summary information about the asset that you scanned, including the operating system and network
group.

• A list of the vulnerabilities or open services that were discovered on the scanned asset.

• Various ways of categorizing and ordering your list of vulnerabilities or open services for example, Risk,
Severity, and Score.

• A quick way to view open service or vulnerability information. On the toolbar, click Vulnerabilities or
Open Services.

• An easy way to view detailed information about the asset that you scanned. On the toolbar, click the
Asset Details.

• An alternative method of creating a vulnerability exception. On the toolbar, click Actions >Exception.

The caution icon indicates that the scan failed. Hover over the icon for additional details.

For more information about the Asset Details window, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide for
your product.
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Viewing the Status Of Asset Patch Downloads

View whether an asset has a pending patch download. If there are no pending downloads, the asset has
all available patches.

1. Search for the asset that you want to confirm the patch status for.

2. Click the Asset IP address to open the Asset Details window.

3. Click Details >Properties to open the Asset Properties window.

4. Click theWindows Patches arrow.

5. View the patch status in the Pending column.

• True - the asset has pending patches to download.

• False - the asset has no pending patch downloads.
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Vulnerability Risk and PCI Severity

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can review the risk and payment card industry (PCI) severity for each
vulnerability that is found by a scan.

You can review the following information:

• The risk level that is associated with each vulnerability.

• The number of assets in your network on which the specific vulnerability was found.

To investigate a vulnerability, you can click a vulnerability link in the Vulnerability column.
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Troubleshooting Scan Issues

Troubleshoot scanning issues in your network by investigating logs, error, and warning messages.

Slow Response Time from Scanned Host

Deploy the JSAVulnerabilityManager scanning appliance relatively close to the assets that you are scanning.
Use commands such as traceroute to ensure that packets are reaching the asset in less than 50ms, otherwise
scans might take a long time.

Check Status Of Scan Tools

If your scans are running for a long time, and you want to know what tools are running, place the cursor
over the scan progress percentage on the scan results page to display a popup window, which shows you
the active tool.

Patch Scan is Not Connecting to a Linux Asset

If the patch-scan tool is not connecting to a Linux asset, a yellow triangular warning icon is displayed next
to the asset in the scan results.

You might see the SSH Patch Scanning - Failed Logon error message.

Validate the user name and password. If you are using public key encryption, check the public key.

To scan Linux operating systems by using secure authentication, configure public key encryption between
your console or managed host and your scan targets. Non-root user accounts must have the permissions
to run the commands that JSA Vulnerability Manager requires to scan for patches on Linux and UNIX
computers. For more information, see “Authenticated Patch Scans” on page 106.
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Local Checks Error

If the patch scan tool cannot connect to a Windows asset, a yellow triangular warning icon is displayed
next to the asset in the scan results.

You might see the Local Checks Error error message, which means that the authenticated scan failed.

You can configure credentials in the scan profile or in centralized credentials. If the scanner is scanning
Windows-based hosts, the following three windows services that must be configured correctly:

• Remote registry

• Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)

• Admin shares

For more information, see “Scanning on Windows-based Assets” on page 115.

Same Vulnerability Titles for Different KBs

If the KB for a bulletin is superseded by a KB in a future bulletin the vulnerability title does not change.

Stalled Scan

If the scan is stalled or the scan is intermittent, an authorized user can log on to the scanner and verify the
connectivity with the scan processor. Check the JSAVulnerabilityManager error logs for connection errors.

UDP Port Scan Takes a Long Time

If a scan policy is configured to scan all UDP ports, the scan might take a long time to complete, especially
if the target host has several closed UDP ports. For PCI compliance scans, you are not required to scan all
UDP ports. For more information, see “Scan Duration and Ports Scanning” on page 59.

Number of Assets Scanned Warning

If you see the following warning message on the Scan Results screen, your scan performance and scan
results are not affected:
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WARNING: Youhave scanned<number> assets but are only licensed to scan <number>
assets. License Update Required!

NOTE: You might need to check your JSA Vulnerability Manager license to verify how many
assets your license permits you to scan.
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EmailingAssetOwnersWhenVulnerability Scans Start
and Stop

Email the configured asset technical owners to alert them of the scan schedule. You can also email reports
to asset owners.

Configure the system mail server and technical owners for assets. For more information, see the Juniper
Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. Click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the row assigned to the scan you want to edit, select the check box and click Edit on the toolbar.

4. In theWhat To Email area of the Email tab, select the appropriate check boxes.

5. If you selected the Reports check box, in the Available Reports field, select the reports that you want
to email and click the arrow to move reports into the Selected Reports field.

Reports can be large. Confirm that the sent reports are not rejected by the recipient's email provider.
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6. In theWho to Email area, select the recipients that you want to receive the emails:

• To email the configured technical owners of the scanned assets, select the Technical Owners check
box. Technical owners receive emails about their assets only.

• To enter or select email addresses in the field, select the To Addresses check box. Select emails and
click Add Me to email the selected email recipients. Entered email addresses receive emails and
reports regarding all scanned assets.

7. Click Save.
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Management Of Your Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can manage, search, and filter your vulnerability data to help you focus
on the vulnerabilities that pose the greatest risk to your organization.

The vulnerability data that is displayed is based on the vulnerability status information that is maintained
in the JSA asset model. This information includes vulnerabilities that are found by the JSA Vulnerability
Manager scanner and the vulnerabilities that are imported from external scanning products.

Manage your vulnerabilities to provide the following information:

• A network view of your current vulnerability posture.

• Identify vulnerabilities that pose the greatest risk to your organization and assign vulnerabilities to JSA
users for remediation.

• Establish howwidely your network is impacted by vulnerabilities and display detailed information about
the network assets that contain vulnerabilities.

• Decide which vulnerabilities pose less risk to your organization and create vulnerability exceptions.

• Display historical information about the vulnerabilities on your network.

• Display vulnerability data by network, asset, vulnerability, open service, or vulnerability instance.

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is used to rate the severity and risk of computer system
security.

CVSS is an open framework that consists of the following metric groups:

• Base

• Temporal

• Environmental
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Base

The base score severity range is 0 to 10 and represents the inherent characteristics of the vulnerability.
The base score has the largest bearing on the final CVSS score, and can be further divided into the following
sub-scores:

• Impact

The impact sub-score represents metrics for confidentiality impact, integrity impact, and the availability
impact of a successfully exploited vulnerability.

• Exploitability

The exploitability sub-score representsmetrics for Access Vector, Access Complexity, and Authentication,
and measures how the vulnerability is accessed, the complexity of the attack, and the number of times
an attacker must authenticate to successfully exploit a vulnerability.

Temporal

The temporal score represents the characteristics of a vulnerability threat that change over time, and
consists of the following metrics:

• Exploitability

The availability of techniques or code that can be used to exploit the vulnerability, which changes over
time.

• Remediation Level

The level of remediation that is available for a vulnerability.

• Report Confidence

The level of confidence in the existence of the vulnerability and the credibility of its technical details.

Environmental

The environmental score represents characteristics of the vulnerability that are impacted by the user's
environment. Configure the following environmental metrics to highlight the vulnerabilities of important
or critical assets by applying higher environmental metrics. Apply the highest scores to the most important
assets because losses that are associatedwith these assets have greater consequences for the organization.
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• Collateral Damage Potential (CDP)

The potential for loss of life or physical assets through the damage or theft of this asset, or the economic
loss of productivity or revenue.

• Target Distribution (TD)

The proportion of vulnerable systems in your user's environment.

• Confidentiality Requirement (CR)

The level of impact to the loss of confidentiality when a vulnerability is exploited on this asset.

• Integrity Requirement (IR)

This metric indicates the level of impact to the loss of integrity when a vulnerability is successfully
exploited on this asset.

• Availability Requirement (AR)

The level of impact to the asset's availability when a vulnerability is successfully exploited on this asset.
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Investigating Vulnerability Risk Scores

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. Click the Risk Score column to sort your vulnerabilities by risk.

4. To investigate the risk score, hover you mouse on a vulnerability risk score.

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can investigate vulnerability risk scores and understand how each score
is calculated.
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Risk Score Details

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, vulnerability risk scores provide an indication of the risk that a vulnerability
poses to your organization.

Using JSA RiskManager, you can configure policies that adjust vulnerability risk scores and draw attention
to important remediation tasks.

Risk Score

The Risk Score provides specific network context by using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) base, temporal, and environmental metrics.

When JSA RiskManager is not used tomanage risk, the Risk Score column shows the CVSS environmental
metric score with a maximum value of 10.

Risk Adjustments

If JSA Risk Manager is installed and you configured vulnerability risk policies, then the risk adjustments
are listed. The adjustments either increase or decrease the overall risk that is associatedwith a vulnerability.
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Custom Risk Classification

Use custom risk scores in JSA Vulnerability Manager to classify vulnerabilities that pose the most risk to
your organization. Custom risk classification allows you to override a vulnerability's risk with your own
risk classification.

Based on your individual requirements, you might want to override a vulnerability's risk with your own
risk classification. A vulnerability that is classified as a high CVSS score by JSA Vulnerability Manager may
not actually pose a serious risk for numerousmitigating factors. For example, if a CVSS 9.5 IPv6 vulnerability
is published, and an enterprise does not have any IPV6 infrastructure, then the high CVSS score is not
justified.
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Configuring Custom Risk Scores for Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can add an internal custom risk score to vulnerabilities that reflects the
real risk to your organization.

NOTE: A nightly auto update job runs to update all the custom risk fields. For reporting and
saved search purposes, your custom risk changes will not come into effect right away. You can
run the auto update manually to populate the custom risk information that is entered. Run auto
update by clicking the Auto Update icon on the Admin tab.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Research > Vulnerabilities

3. To assign an custom risk score to an asset, use the following steps:

a. Select a vulnerability and click Edit/Triage.

b. Choose a custom risk type from the Custom Risk Assignment window:

• Blank: no change is made to custom risk, but a note is assigned.

• Critical

• High

• Medium

• Low

• Warning

• CVSS: the vulnerability has a custom risk set in accordance with the rules for the current CVSS
score.

• Unassign: the vulnerability no longer has a custom risk level. Use this option to remove an existing
custom risk.

c. Optional: Add a note by using the RTF text-box to reflect the vulnerability assignment. For example,
you could add a note to explain why you are changing the classification.

d. Click Save.

e. When a custom risk is created on any vulnerability, a new column called Custom Risk displays in
the Research Vulnerabilities screen.

4. To view the custom risk details and note related to a custom risk assignment, double click the
Vulnerability in the Research Vulnerabilities screen.
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5. To search for vulnerabilities that have not yet been triaged, use the following steps:

a. In the navigation pane, click Research > Vulnerabilities.

b. Click Search > New Search.

c. In the Custom Risk Level section, select one of the following parameters to search on:

Table 13: Custom Risk Search Parameters

DescriptionCustom Risk Search Type

Returns all vulnerabilities regardless of whether a custom risk is
assigned.

All Vulnerabilities

Returns all vulnerabilities with a custom risk assigned.All triaged vulnerabilities

Returns all vulnerabilities that do not have a custom risk assigned.All not yet triaged vulnerabilities

Returns vulnerabilities that are filtered on the custom risk type that
is selected, for example, critical, high, or medium.

All vulnerabilities with the specific custom risk
level

d. Click Search.

6. Export a list of vulnerabilities from the Vulnerability List screen for audit or compliance purposes, by
using the following steps:

a. In the navigation pane, click Research > Vulnerabilities.

b. Select the export option required:

• Export to XML

• Export to CSV
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Searching Vulnerability Data

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can identify important vulnerabilities by searching your vulnerability
data.

JSA Vulnerability Manager provides various methods to search your data. You can search by network, by
asset, by open service, or by vulnerability.

Default saved searches provide a fast method of identifying the risk to your organization. Saved searches
are displayed in the Available Saved Searches field on the Vulnerability Manager Search page.

You must create a scan profile and scan your network assets.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

4. If you want to load a saved search, do the following steps:

a. Select a group from the Group list.

b. In the Type Saved Search field, type the saved search that you want to load.

c. From the Available Saved Searches list, select a saved search, and then click Load.

d. Click Search.

5. If you want to create a new search, do the following steps in the Search Parameters pane:

a. In the first list, select the parameter that you want to use.

b. In the second list, select a search modifier. The modifiers that are available depend on the search
parameter that you select.

c. In the third list, type or select the specific information that is related to your search parameter.

d. Click Add Filter.

For example, to email the vulnerabilities that are assigned to a technical user, select Technical Owner
Contact and provide an email address that is configured on the Vulnerability Assignment page.

6. Click Search.

7. On the toolbar, click Save Search Criteria.
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NOTE: Vulnerability reports use saved search information. If you want to create a report
that emails a technical user, you must save your search criteria.

Vulnerability Quick Searches

Search vulnerabilities by typing a text search string that uses simple words or phrases.

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can use quick searches to filter vulnerabilities on theMy Assigned
Vulnerabilities andManage Vulnerabilities pages.

Use the Quick Searches list to do a pre-configured vulnerability search.

Use the Quick Filter field to create your own vulnerability filters. Click Save Search Criteria to add your
vulnerability quick filters to the Quick Searches list.

Table 14: Vulnerability Quick Filter Syntax Guidelines

ExampleDescription

2012-3764

MS203

java

Include any plain text that you expect to find in vulnerability title, description,
solution, concern, reference ID type, or reference ID value.

PHP:ATo search only the text in the vulnerability title, add :A to the search text
string

cross-site scripting:BTo search only the text in the vulnerability description, add :B to the search
text string

RedHat RHSA:CTo search only the text in the vulnerability external reference type, add :C to
the search text string

SSLv*Include wildcard characters. The search term cannot start with a wildcard.

PHP AND Traversal

XSS:A OR cross-site scripting:A

!MySQL

NOTMySQL

Group terms with logical operators: AND, OR, and NOT (or !). To be
recognized as logical operators and not as search terms, the operators must
be uppercase.
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Vulnerability Search Parameters

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can search your vulnerability data and save the searches for later use.

The following table is not a complete list of vulnerability search parameters, but a subset of the available
options.

Select any of the parameters to search and display vulnerability data.

Table 15: Vulnerability Search Parameters

DescriptionOption

The complexity of the attack that is required to exploit a vulnerability.Access Complexity

The network location from where a vulnerability can be exploited.Access Vector

The host, IP address, or range of IP addresses associatedwith a saved asset search.

For more information about saving asset searches, see the Users Guide for your
product.

Asset saved search

Assets that have specific open services. For example, HTTP, FTP, and SMTP.Assets with Open Service

The number of times an attacker must authenticate against a target to exploit a
vulnerability.

Authentication

The level that resource availability can be compromised if a vulnerability is
exploited.

Availability Impact

The level of confidential information that can be obtained if a vulnerability is
exploited.

Confidentiality Impact

The elapsed number of days since the asset with the vulnerability was discovered
on your network. Assets can be discovered either by an active scan or passively
by using log or flow analysis.

Days since asset found

Displays vulnerabilities on assets with associated layer 7 traffic to or from an asset,
based on the elapsed number of days since the traffic was detected.

Days since associated
vulnerability service traffic

If you configured JSA for multi-domain systems, use this option to specify the
domain you want to search for vulnerabilities.

Domain

Search for vulnerabilities that are associated with particular open services such
as, HTTP, FTP, and SMTP.

By Open Service
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Table 15: Vulnerability Search Parameters (continued)

DescriptionOption

The potential impact to your organization. For example, access control loss,
downtime, and reputation loss.

Impact

Include newly published vulnerabilities that are detected in your network and are
not present in any scan results.

Include early warnings

Those vulnerabilities with an exception rule applied.Include vulnerability exceptions

The level to which system integrity might be compromised if a vulnerability is
exploited.

Integrity Impact

Vulnerabilities that pass or fail specific risk policies that are defined andmonitored
in JSA Risk Manager.

NOTE: You must monitor at least one question in the PolicyMonitor page on the
Risks tab to use this search parameter.

Only include assets with risk

Vulnerabilities that pass specific risk policies that are defined and monitored in
JSA Risk Manager.

Only include assets with risk
passed

Include only newly published vulnerabilities that are detected in your network and
are not present in any scan results.

Only include early warnings

Include only vulnerabilities with an exception rule applied in your search.Only include Vulnerability
Exceptions

Search for vulnerabilities that are overdue for remediation by a specified number
of days.

Overdue by Days

Filter vulnerabilities by patch status. For more information, see “Identifying the
Patch Status Of Your Vulnerabilities” on page 167.

Patch Status

Search for vulnerabilities by the PCI Severity level (High,Medium, or Low) assigned
by the PCI compliance service. Vulnerabilities assigned a High or Medium PCI
Severity level fail PCI compliance.

PCI Severity

You can search for a vulnerabilities title, description, solution, and external
reference ID. In theQuick Search field, you can use AND,OR, andNOT operators,
and brackets.

Quick Search

Search for vulnerabilities by risk level (High, Medium, Low, Warning).Risk
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Table 15: Vulnerability Search Parameters (continued)

DescriptionOption

Search for vulnerabilities with no assigned user to remediate them.Unassigned

Vulnerabilities that are based on an imported list of vulnerability IDs, for example
CVE ID. Formore information about Reference Sets, see the Juniper SecureAnalytics
Administration Guide for your product.

Vulnerability External Reference

Vulnerabilities that can be patched by an intrusion prevention system.Vulnerability has a virtual patch
from vendor

The status of the vulnerability since the last scan of your network or specific
network assets. For example, when you scan assets, the vulnerabilities that are
discovered are either New, Pre-existing, Fixed, or Existing.

Vulnerability state

Filter vulnerabilities by risk policy results.

You must monitor at least one question in the Policy Monitor page on the Risks
tab to use this search parameter.

Vulnerability with risk

Saving Your Vulnerability Search Criteria

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can save your vulnerability search criteria for future use.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search and complete the search of your data.

4. On the toolbar, click Save Search Criteria.

5. In the Save Search Criteria window, type a recognizable name for your saved search.

6. To include your saved search in the Quick Searches list on the toolbar, then click Include in my Quick
Searches.

7. To share your saved search criteria with all JSA users, then click Share with Everyone.
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8. To place your saved search is a group, then click a group or clickManageGroups to create a new group.

For more information about managing search groups, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide for your product.

9. If you want to show the results of your saved search when you click any of theManage Vulnerabilities
pages in the navigation pane, then click Set As Default.

10.Click OK.

Deleting Saved Vulnerability Search Criteria

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can delete your saved vulnerability search criteria.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, selectManage Vulnerabilities >By Network

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

4. On theVulnerabilityManager Search page, in theAvailable Saved Searches list, select the saved search
that you want to delete.

5. Click Delete.

6. Click OK.
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Vulnerability Instances

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can display the vulnerabilities on each of the scanned assets in your
network. Each vulnerability might be listed multiple times because the vulnerability exists on several of
your assets.

If you configure third-party vulnerability assessment (VA) scanners, by using the JSAAdmin tab, then the
vulnerabilities that are detected are automatically displayed in the By Vulnerability Instances page.

For more information about VA scanners, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide for your
product.

The By Vulnerability Instances page provides the following information:

• A view of every vulnerability that was detected by scanning your network assets.

• The risk that each vulnerability poses to the Payment Card Industry (PCI).

• The risk that a vulnerability poses to your organization. Click the Risk Score column to identify the
highest risk vulnerabilities.

• The name or email address of the user that is assigned to remediate the vulnerability.

• The numbers of days in which a vulnerability must be remediated.
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Network Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can review vulnerability data that is grouped by network.

The By Network page provides the following information:

• An accumulated risk score that is based on the vulnerabilities that are detected on each of your networks.

• The number of the assets, vulnerabilities, and open services for each network.

• The number of vulnerabilities that are assigned to a technical user and are overdue for remediation.
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Asset Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can display summary vulnerability data that is grouped by each scanned
asset.

You can use the By Asset page to prioritize the remediation tasks for assets in your organization that pose
the greatest risk.

The By Asset page provides the following information:

• An accumulated risk score that is based on the vulnerabilities that are detected on each of your assets.

Click the Risk Score column to sort your assets by their risk.

• The number of asset vulnerabilities that are assigned to a technical user and are overdue for remediation.
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Open Service Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can display vulnerability data that is grouped by open service.

The By Open Service page shows an accumulated risk score and vulnerability count for each service in
your entire network.
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Investigating the History Of a Vulnerability

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can display useful information about the history of a vulnerability.

For example, you can investigate information about how the risk score of a vulnerability was calculated.
You can also review information about when a vulnerability was first discovered and the scan that was
used to discover the vulnerability.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. Search your vulnerability data.

4. Click the vulnerability that you want to investigate.

5. On the toolbar, select Actions >History.
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Reducing theNumberOf False PositiveVulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can automatically create exception rules for vulnerabilities that are
associated with a specific type of server.

When you configure server types, JSA Vulnerability Manager creates exception rules and automatically
reduces the vulnerabilities that are returned by searching your data.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Server Discovery.

3. To automatically create false positive exception rules for vulnerabilities on specific server types, from
the Server Type list, select one of the following options:

• FTP Servers

• DNS Servers

• Mail Servers

• Web Servers

It might take a few minutes for the Ports field to refresh.

4. From the Network list, select the network for your servers.

5. Click Discover Servers.

6. In theMatching Servers pane, select the servers where the vulnerability exception rules are created.

7. Click Approve Selected Servers.

Depending on your server type selection, the following vulnerabilities are automatically set as false positive
exception rules:

Table 16: Server Type Vulnerabilities

VulnerabilityServer Type

FTP Server PresentFTP Servers

DNS Server is RunningDNS Servers

SMTP Server DetectedMail Servers
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Table 16: Server Type Vulnerabilities (continued)

VulnerabilityServer Type

Web Service is RunningWeb Servers
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Investigating High Risk Assets and Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can investigate high risk vulnerabilities that might be susceptible to
exploitation.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. On the By Vulnerability Instances page, click the Risk Score column heading to sort the vulnerabilities
by risk score.

4. To investigate the CVSS metrics that are used to derive the risk score, hover your mouse on the Risk
Score field.

5. Identify the vulnerability that has the highest score and click the Vulnerability link.

6. In the Vulnerability Details window, investigate the vulnerability:

a. To view the Juniper Networks Security Systems website, click the X-Force link.

b. To view the National Vulnerability Database website, click the CVE link.

The Juniper Networks Security Systems website and National Vulnerability Database provide
remediation information and details on how a vulnerability might affect your organization.

c. To open the Patching window for the vulnerability, click the Plugin Details link. Use the tabs to
discover Oval Definition, Windows Knowledge Base, or UNIX advisory information about the
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vulnerability. This feature provides information on how JSA Vulnerability Manager checks for
vulnerability details during a patch scan. You can use it to identify why a vulnerability was raised
on an asset or why it was not.

d. The Solution text box contains detailed information about how to remediate a vulnerability.
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Prioritizing High Risk Vulnerabilities by Applying Risk
Policies

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can alert administrators to high-risk vulnerabilities by applying risk
policies to your vulnerabilities.

When you apply a risk policy, the risk score of a vulnerability is adjusted, which allows administrators to
prioritize more accurately the vulnerabilities that require immediate attention.

In the following example, the vulnerability risk score is automatically increased by a percentage factor for
any vulnerability that remains active on your network after 40 days.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. On the toolbar, click Search >New Search.

4. In the Search Parameters pane, configure the following filters:

a. Risk Equals High

b. Days since vulnerabilities discovered Greater than or equal to 40

5. Click Search and then on the toolbar click Save Search Criteria.

Type a saved search name that is identifiable in JSA Risk Manager.

6. Click the Risks tab.
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7. In the navigation pane, click Policy Monitor.

8. On the toolbar, click Actions >New.

9. In theWhat do you want to name this question field, type a name.

10. In theWhich tests do youwant to include in your question field, click are susceptible to vulnerabilities
contained in vulnerability saved searches.

11. In the Find Assets that field, click the underlined parameter on the are susceptible to vulnerabilities
contained in vulnerability saved searches.

12. Identify your JSA Vulnerability Manager high risk vulnerability saved search, click Add, then click OK.

13.Click Save Question.

14. In the Questions pane, select your question from the list and on the toolbar clickMonitor.

NOTE: The Event Description field is mandatory.

15.Click Dispatch question passed events.

16. In theVulnerability Score Adjustments field, type a risk adjustment percentage value in the Percentage
vulnerability score adjustment on question fail field.

17.Click Apply adjustment to all vulnerabilities on an asset then click Save Monitor.

On the Vulnerabilities tab, you can search your high risk vulnerabilities and prioritize your vulnerabilities.
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Configuring Custom Display Colors for Risk Scores

Configure custom color coding for JSA Vulnerability Manager risk scores to view color-coded risk scores
in JSA Vulnerability Manager interfaces.

1. In JSA, select Vulnerabilities >Vulnerability Assignment >Risk Preferences.

2. In the Greater than or equal to column, enter the minimum risk score value for High, Medium, Low,
and Warning.

3. In the Color column, select or define a color to represent High, Medium, Low, andWarning risk scores.

NOTE: The colors that you apply do not change the default risk colors on the Scan Results
page. The Score column on the Scan Results page and the Scan Results Asset Details page
uses default values and colors, which you cannot change.
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Identifying the Patch Status Of Your Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can identify the patch status of your vulnerabilities.

By filtering patched vulnerabilities, you can prioritize your remediation efforts on the most critical
vulnerabilities in your organization.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, clickManage Vulnerabilities.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

4. In the first list in the Search Parameters pane, select Patch Status.
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5. In the second list, select a search modifier.

6. To filter your vulnerabilities according to their patch status, select one of the following options from
the third list:

DescriptionOption

Select this option to show vulnerabilities that are
scheduled to be patched

Pending Downloads

Select this option to shows vulnerabilities that are patched
after the scanned asset is restarted

Pending Restart

7. Click Add Filter.

8. Click Search.
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Removing Unwanted Vulnerability Data

Use JSAVulnerabilityManager vulnerability cleansing functionality to remove stale vulnerability data from
the asset model.

Any one of the following scenarios might leave you with unwanted vulnerability data:

• Change of scanner type

• Decommissioned assets

• Change of IP address

• Inaccurate or test scans

NOTE: After you remove vulnerability data for an asset or scanner type, it cannot be recovered.
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1. To remove unwanted vulnerability data, you have two options:

• Use the Actions >Clean Vulnerabilities (All) option on the Assets page to remove all vulnerability
data for a selected scanner type.

• Use the Actions >Clean Vulnerabilities (Asset) option on the Asset Details page to remove all
vulnerability data for a particular asset with a selected scanner type.
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Configuring Vulnerability Data Retention Periods

You can set the retention period for vulnerability trend data and scan results in the Asset Profiler
Configuration window.

Use the configuration rules in the JSA Vulnerability Manager Vulnerability Retention section of the Asset
Profiler Configuration window to define how long JSA Vulnerability Manager retains vulnerability trend
data and scan results.

1. Click Admin >Asset Profiler Configuration.

2. In the JSA Vulnerability Manager Vulnerability Retention section of the Asset Profiler Configuration
window, enter a value in the following fields:

Default ValueDescriptionRule

14 daysSets how many days JSA Vulnerability Manager retains vulnerability
trend data for use in daily vulnerabilities reports.

Vulnerability Trend
Reporting Data (In Days)

14 weeksSets howmanyweeks JSA VulnerabilityManager retains vulnerability
trend data for use in weekly vulnerabilities reports.

Vulnerability Trend
Reporting Data (InWeeks)

14 monthsSets howmanymonths JSAVulnerabilityManager retains vulnerability
trend data for use in monthly vulnerabilities reports.

Vulnerability Trend
ReportingData (InMonths)
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Default ValueDescriptionRule

30 daysUse this rule with Purge Scan Results After Period (In Execution
Cycles) to set the retention limits for scan results data.

Sets the number of days that JSA Vulnerability Manager retains data
after it applies the Purge Scan Results After Period (In Execution
Cycles) limiting rule.

Purge Scan Results After
Period (In Days)

3 execution
cycles

Use this rule with Purge Scan Results After Period (In Days) to set the
retention limits for scan results data.

Sets howmany versions of scan result data JSAVulnerabilityManager
retains. This rule has precedence over the value you set in Purge Scan
Results After Period (In Days).

For the default values for the Purge Scan Results After Period (In
Days) and Purge Scan Results After Period (In Execution Cycles) rules:

• JSA Vulnerability Manager retains scan results data for the 3 most
recent execution cycles. It also retains any other versions of results
for scans that you run within the 30 days limit.

• If any of the 3 most recent execution cycles occurred beyond the
30 days limit, JSA Vulnerability Manager retains scan results data
for those execution cycles.

Purge Scan Results After
Period (In Execution
Cycles)

3. Click Save.
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Vulnerability Remediation

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can assign vulnerabilities to a technical user for remediation.

You can assign vulnerabilities to your technical user by using two methods.

• Assign individual vulnerabilities to a technical user for remediation.

• Assign a technical user as the owner of asset groups

NOTE: A ticket that is closed and manually reopened displays a status of Reopened, which can't
be closed by automatic remediation. A ticket that is manually reopenedmust be closedmanually.
If a scan profile detects a vulnerability that has been closed, the ticket status is set to Opened.
These tickets can be closed by automatic remediation after the vulnerability is no longer detected
in the scan profile.

Assigning Individual Vulnerabilities to a Technical User
for Remediation

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can assign individual vulnerabilities to a JSA users for remediation.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, selectManage Vulnerabilities.

3. Search your vulnerability data.

4. Select the vulnerability that you want to assign for remediation.

5. On the toolbar, click Actions >Assign/Edit.

6. Select a technical user from the Assigned User list.

You assign technical users on theVulnerability Assignment page. For more information, see “Assigning
a Technical User As the Owner Of Asset Groups” on page 173.

7. In the Due Date list, select a future date when the vulnerability must be remediated.
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If you do not select a date, the Due Date is set as the current date.

8. Optional: In theNotes field, type useful information about the reason for the vulnerability assignment.

9. Click Save.
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Assigning a Technical User As the Owner Of Asset
Groups

In JSAVulnerabilityManager, you can configure groups of assets and automatically assign their vulnerabilities
to technical users.

After you assign a technical user and scan the assets, all vulnerabilities on the assets are assigned to the
technical user for remediation.

The remediation times for vulnerabilities can be configured using theRemediation Times option, depending
on their risk or severity.

If you add a new asset to your network, and it is contained in a technical user's asset group, vulnerabilities
on the asset are automatically assigned to the technical user.

You can automatically email reports to your technical users with the details of vulnerabilities that they are
responsible for fixing.

The Remediation Times, Schedule and Risk Preferences options are enabled only for administrative users,
and non-administrative users who have no associated domain.

If you want to configure a group of assets that are identified by a saved asset search, you must search
your assets and save the results.

For more information about searching assets and saving the results, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User
Guide for your product.
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1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Vulnerability Assignment.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

4. Type a name, email address, and CIDR range.

To automatically assign a technical user in the New Asset Owner window, the only mandatory fields
areName, Email, and CIDR. If multi-domain environments are enabled, select a domain association for
that particular asset owner.

5. If you configured JSA for multiple domains, select the relevant domain from the Domain list.

6. To filter the list of assets in your CIDR range by asset name, type a text string in the Asset Name Filter
field.

7. To filter the list of assets in your CIDR range by operating system, type a text string in the OS Filter
field.

8. To assign the technical user to the assets that are associated with a saved asset search, click Asset
Search. TheAsset Search option is disabled if domains have been configured in theDomainManagement
page.

9. Click Save.

10.On the toolbar, click Remediation Times.

You can configure the remediation time for each type of vulnerability, depending on their risk and
severity.

For example, you might need high risk vulnerabilities to be fixed within 5 days.

11.On the toolbar, click Schedule.

By default, the technical user contact for your assets is updated every 24 hours.

New assets added to your deployment and falling within the CIDR range that you specified are
automatically updated with the technical contact that you specified.

NOTE: The schedule applies to the associations you made between technical users and
groups of assets.
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12.Click Update Now, to immediately set the owner of your assets.

Depending on the size of your deployment, it might take an extended time to update your assets.

13.Click Save.

Any vulnerabilities that are already assigned to a technical user for remediation are updated with the
new technical user.

14. If vulnerabilities were not previously assigned to a technical user, you must scan the assets that you
assigned to the technical user.

NOTE: Scanning the assets ensures that any vulnerabilities assigned to a technical user exist
on the asset.
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Configuring Remediation Times for theVulnerabilities
on Assigned Assets

In JSAVulnerabilityManager you can configure the remediation times for different types of vulnerabilities.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Vulnerability Assignment.

3. Select an assignment from the Asset Owners list.

4. On the toolbar, click Remediation Times.

5. Update the remediation times for vulnerabilities that are based on their risk and severity.

6. Click Save.
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Vulnerability Reports

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can generate or edit an existing report, or use the report wizard to
create, schedule, and distribute a new report.

JSA Vulnerability Manager contains several default reports.

The report wizard provides a step-by-step guide on how to design, schedule, and generate reports.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.

Emailing Technical Users with Their Assigned Vulnerabilities That Require
Remediation

When you assign vulnerabilities to a technical user for remediation, you can generate a report that emails
the technical user.

The email contains information about the vulnerabilities that the technical user must remediate.

Generating PCI Compliance Reports

You can generate a compliance report for your PCI (payment card industry) assets.

The compliance report demonstrates that you took all the security precautions necessary to protect your
critical assets.
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Running a Default JSA Vulnerability Manager Report

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can run a default vulnerability management report.

1. Click the Reports tab.

2. From the list of reports, click the report that you want to run.

For example, you might want to show a report of your vulnerability overview for the last seven days.

3. On the toolbar, select Actions >Run Report, then click OK.

4. To view the completed report in a PDF format, click the icon in the Formats column.
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Emailing Assigned Vulnerability Reports to Technical
Users

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can send an assigned vulnerabilities report to the technical contact for
each asset.

An emailed report reminds your administrators that vulnerabilities are assigned to them and require
remediation. Reports can be scheduled monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly.

You must complete the following tasks:

1. Assign a technical user as the owner of asset groups. For more information, see “Assigning a Technical
User As the Owner Of Asset Groups” on page 173

2. Scan the assets that you assigned the technical owner to.

3. Create and save a vulnerability search that uses the Technical Owner Contact parameter as an input.
For more information, see “Searching Vulnerability Data” on page 154
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1. Click the Reports tab.

2. On the toolbar, select Actions >Create.

3. ClickWeekly and then click Next.

4. Click the undivided report layout that is displayed on the upper left section of the report wizard and
click Next.

5. Type a Report Title.

6. In the Chart Type list, select Asset Vulnerabilities and type a Chart Title.

7. If a technical contact owner is responsible for more than five assets and you want to email all asset
information, increase the value in the Limit Assets To Top list.

CAUTION: By using theAssets tab, youmust ensure that the same technical contact
owner is assigned to each asset that they are responsible for.

8. In the Graph Type field, select AggregateTable.

If you select any value other than AggregateTable, the report does not generate a vulnerability
sub-report.

9. In the Graph Content pane, click Search to Use and select your saved technical contact vulnerability
search then click Save Container Details.

10.Click Next and select your report output type.

11. In the report distribution section of the report wizard, clickMultiple Reports.

12.Click All Asset Owners.

13.Click Load asset owners to display all list of the technical users contact details.

You can remove any technical users that you do not want to email with a list of assigned vulnerabilities.

14.On the Reports list, select the report that you created and on the toolbar, select Actions >Run Report.
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Generating PCI Compliance Reports

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can generate a compliance report for your PCI (payment card industry)
assets. For example, generate a report for assets that store credit card or other sensitive financial
information.

The compliance report demonstrates that you took all the security precautions necessary to protect your
assets.

1. Run a PCI scan for the assets in your network that store or process PCI information.

For more information, see “Creating a Scan Profile” on page 75.

2. Update your asset compliance plans and software declarations.

Your compliance plan and software declarations are displayed in the special notes section of the
executive summary.

For more information, see the PCI security standards for approved software vendors.

3. Create and run a PCI compliance report for the assets that you scanned.

Updating Your Asset Compliance Plans and Software Declarations

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, if you want to generate a PCI compliance report for your assets, you must
complete your attestations for each asset.

Your attestation of compliance is displayed on your PCI compliance report.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Asset Profiles.

3. On the Assets page, select the asset that you want to provide an attestation for.
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4. On the toolbar, click Edit Asset.

5. In the Edit Asset Profile window, click the CVSS, Weight & Compliance pane.

6. Complete the following fields. Use the hover help if you need assistance:

• Compliance Plan

• Compliance Notes

• Compliance Notes Declaration

• Compliance Notes Description

• Compliance Out Of Scope Reason

7. Click Save.

Creating a PCI Compliance Report

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can create and run a PCI compliance report.

The PCI compliance report demonstrates that your assets involved in PCI activities comply with security
precautions that prevent outside attack.

Ensure that you ran a PCI compliance scan.

1. Click the Reports tab.

2. On the toolbar, select Actions >Create.

3. ClickWeekly and then click Next.

4. Click the undivided report layout that is displayed on the upper left section of the report wizard and
click Next.

5. Type a Report Title.

6. In the Chart Type list, select Vulnerability Compliance and type a Chart Title.

7. In the Scan Profile list, select the scan profile for the assets that you scanned.
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NOTE: If no scan profile is displayed, you must create and run a PCI scan of the assets in
your network that store or process PCI information.

8. In the Scan Result list, select the version of the scan profile that you want to use.

CAUTION: To provide evidence of your compliance, you must select the Latest
option in the Scan Result list. You can also generate a compliance report by using
a scan profile that was run at an earlier date.

9. In the Report Type list, select a report type.

If you select Executive Summary, Vulnerability Details, or a combination of both, the attestation is
automatically attached to your PCI compliance report.

10.Complete the information in the ScanCustomer Information andApprovedScanningVendor Information
panes.

NOTE: You must add a name in the Company field for both panes, as this information is
displayed in the attestation section of the report.

11.Click Save Container Details and then click Next.

12.Use the Report Wizard to complete your PCI compliance report.

The report is displayed in the reports list and is automatically generated.
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NOTE: Some table columns in the resultant PDF document are not displayed when you create
a PDF report with the following parameters:

• Chart type - Vulnerabilities

• Graph type - Table

• Data to use - Current

• Group by - Instance

The large number of table columns that cannot fit on a standard landscape US letter page causes
this error to occur.

To avoid this issue, do not use PDF output for this type of report. View Vulnerabilities Reports
that use Group by Instance in a spreadsheet or XML format. To export the report, select XLS or
XML as the report format in the Report Wizard.
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Including Column Headings in Asset Searches

Limit asset searches with filters that include custom asset profiles, name, vulnerability count, and risk score.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Asset Profiles, then on the toolbar click Search > New Search.

3. In the field containing column names, in the field on the left, click the column headings you want to
include in your search, and click the arrow button to move the selected headings to field on the right.

4. Click the up and down buttons to change the priority of the selected column headings.

5. When the field on the right contains all the column heading that you want to search on, click Search.
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Scanning New Assets That Communicate with the
Internet

Use JSA Risk Manager to create offenses when new assets communicate with the Internet, which triggers
a JSA Vulnerability Manager scan of the assets.

To trigger scans of new assets that communicate with the Internet, follow these steps:

1. Create a saved search for new assets.

2. Create an on-demand scan profile with dynamic scanning enabled.

3. Create a JSA Risk Manager policy monitor question to target the new assets from the asset saved
search.

4. Monitor the JSA Risk Manager policy monitor question.

5. Edit the rule that is created by the offense.

Creating an Asset Saved Search for New Assets

Create a saved search to capture the new assets that were added to the database within the number of
days that you specify.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Asset Profiles.

3. Click Search >New Search.

4. Add your search criteria in the Search Parameter(s) pane.

5. Select Days Since Asset Found, Less than or equal to, and then enter the number of days.

You can specify other criteria but the most important criteria is Days Since Asset Found.

6. Click Add Filter.

7. Click Search.
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8. Click Save Criteria.

9. Enter a name for the search, and then click OK to save your search.
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Creating an On-demand Scan Profile

To trigger a scan in response to a custom rule event, configure an on-demand scan profile and enable
dynamic scanning.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

4. Add a Name and IP Addresses on the Details tab.

You can use any IP address because this IP address is replaced when dynamic scanning is used.

5. Select the On Demand Scanning Enabled check box

6. Select the Dynamic Server Selection check box.

Use dynamic scanning in JSA VulnerabilityManager to associate individual scanners with an IP address,
CIDR ranges, IP address ranges, or a domain that you specify in the scan profile. Dynamic scanning is
most useful when you deploy several scanners.

7. Click Save.
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Creating a Policy Monitor Question to Test for Internet Communication | 189
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Creating aPolicyMonitorQuestion toTest for Internet
Communication

Create a JSA Risk Manager policy monitor question to test for communication between new assets and
the Internet. The new assets are defined in an asset saved search.

1. Click the Risks tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Policy Monitor.

3. From the Actions menu, click New Asset Question.

4. In theWhat do you want to name this question field, type a name for the question.

5. From the Evaluate On list, select Actual Communication.

6. From the Importance Factor list, select the level of importance youwant to associate with this question.

7. Specify the time range for the question.

8. From theWhich tests do you want to include in your question field, select the add (+) icon beside the
following tests:

• have accepted communication to the Internet

• and include only the following asset saved searches

9. Configure the parameters for your tests in the Find Assets that field.

a. Change the test to have accepted communication from the Internet by clicking to.

b. Click asset saved searches and then select your saved search.

10. To assign membership to this question, in the groups area, select the relevant check boxes.

11.Click Save Question.
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MonitoringCommunicationBetweenNewAssets and
the Internet

Configure the policy monitor question to generate an offense when an asset from the asset saved search
communicates with the Internet.

1. Click the Risks tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Policy Monitor.

3. Select the question that you want to monitor.

4. ClickMonitor.

5. Select an interval from the Policy evalutation interval.

6. Enter a name in the Event Name field.

If you select Ensure the dispatched event is part of an offense, the Event Name appears in the
Description field for an offense when you select All Offenses on the Offenses tab.

The name of the rule that is generated from an offense is Risk Question Monitor: <Event Name>. This
format for the offense name appears on the Offenses tab when an offense is generated.

7. Enter an event name description.

8. In the Event Details section, select Ensure the dispatched event is part of an offense check box, and
(Correlate By: Asset) from the menu.

9. In the Additional Actions section:

• Email

This option is helpful when you want to get a notification for the first event that is dispatched as an
offense. You can edit the rule that is generated from that offense to trigger a scan. If you don't want
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to be notified about every event, after you configure the rule that is generated by the offense, you
can turn off this notification.

• Send to SysLog

If you want the event to be logged, select this option.

• Notify

If youwant the event to appear in the SystemNotifications alert on the dashboard, select this option.

10. Select Enable the monitor results function for this question/simulation.

11.Click Save Monitor.

12.Click Submit Question.
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Configuring an Offense Rule to Trigger a Scan

To trigger a scan of any assets that are communicatingwith the Internet, configure the rule that is generated
by the offense.

An offensemust be generated. You can generate the offensemanually or wait for an asset to communicate
with the Internet. To generate the offense, you can do any of the following steps:

• Generate an offense manually by temporarily connecting any new asset from the asset saved search to
the Internet.

• Search the rules on the Offenses tab and search for the rule after an offense is generated.

• Enable email notification for the dispatched event that creates an offense. You can edit the rule when
you get this notification.

1. Click the Offenses tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Rules.
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3. Use the search box on the toolbar to search for the rule.

The name of the rule is Risk Question Monitor : <Event Name>.

You can search by the Event Name, which is from theMonitor Question Results window.

The Event Name for an offense appears in the Description field when you select All Offenses.

4. Double-click the rule name to open the Rule Wizard.

5. Click Next.

6. Configure the following settings:

a. Select the Ensure the detected event is part of an offense check box.

b. Select Destination IP from the Index offense based on menu.

c. Select the Send to Local SysLog check box.

d. Select the Trigger Scan check box.

e. Select the scan profile that you want to use from the Scan Profile to be used as a template menu.

You must select theOn Demand Scanning option in the scan profile that you want to use with this
rule.

f. Click the Destination radio button for the Local IPs to Scan field.

g. Enter values for the Response Limiter setting.

Configure appropriate intervals to avoid a potential overload on your system.

h. If you don't want to activate this rule right away, clear the Enable Rule option and then click Finish.
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Security Software Integrations

JSA Vulnerability Manager integrates with other security products to help you manage and prioritize your
security risks. Integrations with other software extends the capabilities of JSA Vulnerability Manager.

Integration with JSA Vulnerability Manager

JSA Vulnerability Manager integrates with JSA Risk Manager to help you prioritize the risks and
vulnerabilities in your network.

You install JSA RiskManager as a separate appliance and then you add it to your JSA console as amanaged
host by using the System and License Management tool on the Admin tab.

For more information about installing JSA Risk Manager, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Risk Manager
Installation Guide.

Risk Policies and Vulnerability Prioritization

You can integrate JSA Vulnerability Manager with JSA Risk Manager by defining and monitoring asset or
vulnerability risk policies.

When the risk policies that you define in JSA Risk Manager either pass or fail, vulnerability risk scores in
JSA Vulnerability Manager are adjusted. The adjustment levels depend on the risk policies in your
organization.

When the vulnerability risk scores are adjusted in JSA Vulnerability Manager, administrators can do the
following tasks:

• Gain immediate visibility of the vulnerabilities that failed a risk policy.

For example, new information might be displayed on the JSA dashboard or sent by email.

• Re-prioritize the vulnerabilities that require immediate attention.

For example, an administrator can use the Risk Score to quickly identify high-risk vulnerabilities.

If you apply risk policies at an asset level in JSA Risk Manager, then all the vulnerabilities on that asset
have their risk scores adjusted.

For more information about creating and monitoring risk policies, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Risk
Manager User Guide.
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IBM Security SiteProtector Integration

JSA Vulnerability Manager integrates with IBM Security SiteProtector to help direct intrusion prevention
system (IPS) policy.

When you configure IBM Security SiteProtector, the vulnerabilities that are detected by JSA Vulnerability
Manager scans are automatically forwarded to SiteProtector.

JSA Vulnerability Manager forwards vulnerabilities from scan results that are tagged with ISS X-Force IDs
to IBMSecurity SiteProtector. JSA VulnerabilityManager uses theMSL agent to forward the vulnerabilities.

Connecting to IBM Security SiteProtector

You can forward vulnerability data from JSA Vulnerability Manager to IBM Security SiteProtector to help
direct intrusion prevention system (IPS) policy.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. Click System and License Management >Deployment Actions >Manage Vulnerability Deployment.

3. Click Use SiteProtector.

4. In the SiteProtector IP Address field, type the IP address of the IBM Security SiteProtector agent
manager server.

The default port for this connection is 3995.

5. Click Save and then click Close.

6. On the Admin tab toolbar, click Advanced >Deploy Full Configuration.

7. Click OK.

Scan your network assets to determine if the vulnerability data is displayed in your IBM Security
SiteProtector installation.
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Vulnerability Research, News, and Advisories

You can use JSA Vulnerability Manager to remain aware of the vulnerability threat level and manage
security in your organization.

A vulnerability library contains common vulnerabilities that are gathered from a list of external sources.
The most significant external resource is the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). You can research
specific vulnerabilities by using a number of criteria for example, vendor, product, and date range. You
might be interested in specific vulnerabilities that exist in products or services that you use in your enterprise.

JSA Vulnerability Manager also provides a list of security-related news articles and advisories, gathered
from an external list of resources and vendors. Articles and advisories are a useful source of security
information from around the world. Articles also help you to keep up-to-date with current security risks.

Viewing Detailed Information About Published
Vulnerabilities

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can display detailed vulnerability information.

Using the Research Vulnerabilities page, you can investigate CVSS metrics and access information from
Juniper Networks X-Force research and development.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, select Research >Vulnerabilities.

3. If no vulnerabilities are displayed, select an alternative time range from the Viewing vulnerabilities
from list.

4. To search the vulnerabilities, on the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

5. Identify the vulnerability that you want to investigate.

6. Click the vulnerability link in the Vulnerability Name column.
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Remaining Aware Of Global Security Developments

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can view security news from across the world to help keep you updated
about current security developments.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Research >News.

3. If no news articles are displayed, select an alternative time range from the Viewing news from list.

4. To search the news articles, on the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

5. Identify the news article that you want to find out more about.

6. Click the news article link in the Article Title column.
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Viewing Security Advisories from Vulnerability
Vendors

In JSA VulnerabilityManager, you can view the vulnerability advisories that are issued by software vendors.
Use advisory information to help you identify the risks in your technology, and understand the implications
of the risk.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Research >Advisories.

3. If no advisories are displayed, select an alternative time range from the Viewing advisories from list.

4. If you want to search the security advisories, on the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

5. Click the advisory link in the Advisory column.

Each security advisory might include vulnerability references, solutions, and workarounds.
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Searching Vulnerabilities, News, and Advisories

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can search the latest vulnerability news and advisories that are issued
by software vendors.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click one of the following options:

• Research >Vulnerabilities.

• Research >News.
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• Research >Advisories.

3. On the toolbar, select Search >New Search.

4. Type a search phrase in the Phrase field.

5. If you are searching news items, select a news source from the Source list.

6. In the By Date Range area, specify the date period for the news or advisory that you are interested in.

7. If you are searching a published vulnerability, specify a vendor, product and product version in the By
Product area.

8. If you are searching a published vulnerability, specify a CVE, Vulnerability, or OSVDB ID in the By ID
area.
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News Feeds

Use theRSS Feeds dashboard items to see the latest Juniper Networks security news, advisories, published
vulnerability information, and updates on scans that are completed or in progress.

The RSS Feeds dashboard items rotates the latest 10 news and scan results so that you don't need to
search the Research or Scan Results pages on the Vulnerabilities tab for information.

On theDashboard tab, use theAdd Item >Reports >RSS Feedsmenu to add RSS feeds to your dashboard.
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JSA Vulnerability Manager Engine for OpenVAS
Network Vulnerability Tests

JSA Vulnerability Manager Engine for OpenVAS Network Vulnerability Tests (NVT) implements the Full
Scan Plus policy, which adds a deeper dimension to uncredentialed scanning.

About the QVM Engine for OpenVAS NVTs

The open source project OpenVAS provides about 50,000 individual Network Vulnerability Tests (NVTs)
through their Community Feed. These NVTs are individual tests that can assess a vulnerability. The QVM
Engine for OpenVAS NVTs provides the ability to run these tests as part of a QVM Scan.

Features

The QVM Engine for OpenVAS NVTs installs a new scan policy called Full Scan Plus, separate from your
existing scan policies. Because it contains more vulnerability tests, extra time is required to run the scans.
Previously configured scans use the Opencast Nets in addition to the capabilities of JSA Vulnerability
Manager.

The Full Scan Plus policy includes thousands of additional vulnerability tests provided by the OpenVAS
project.

NVTs are updated nightly through existing automatic updates. No extra configuration is required.

Requirements

TheQVMEngine for OpenVASNVTs requires JSA 7.3.1, Patch 3 or later with a JSA VulnerabilityManager
license.

Installation requires Console access and automatic updates. See “Adding the Full Scan Plus Scan Policy to
JSA Vulnerability Manager” on page 207.

Frequently asked questions

Does the QVM Engine for OpenVAS NVTs allow importing vulnerabilities into JSA Vulnerability Manager
from a stand-alone OpenVAS deployment?

No. This plugin enables QVM to run OpenVAS Network Vulnerability Tests as part of QVM scans, but it
is not designed to provide integration with a separately provided instance of OpenVAS.

Does the Full Scan Plus policy run only OpenVAS NVTs?
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No. The Full Scan Plus Policy uses a combination of QVM scanning tests with the NVTs for maximum
coverage.

About the Full Scan Plus Policy

Full Scan Plus executes the OpenVASNVTs, as well as the tools of the existing Full Scan policy. As a result,
vulnerability detection is enhanced where unauthenticated scans are required and time permits to run
those additional tests.

NOTE: Note: You must install the Full Scan Plus policy RPM to use this scan policy.

The Full Scan Plus policy uses a daily updated feed of about 50,000 individual Network Vulnerability Tests
(NVT) provided by the OpenVAS open source project.

By default, the policy discovers network assets by using a FAST scan port range. An authenticated scan
is run when credentials are provided.

A full scan has the following phases:

DescriptionScan type

Discovers network assets, and then scans ports to identify key asset characteristics,
such as operating system, device type, and services. Vulnerabilities are not scanned.

Discovery scan

Checks services that do not require credentials, for example, reading banners and
responses for version information, SSL certificate expiry, testing default accounts,
and testing responses for vulnerabilities.

NOTE: The most powerful feature of the Full Scan Plus scan is its comprehensive
uncredentialed scan, which runs more tests that the Full Scan, which are provided
by the open source community. This scan is more detailed than the Full Scan but
it takes longer and uses more resources.

Run this scan during quiet periods in your network, ideally overnight or at weekends.

Uncredentialed scan

JSA Vulnerability Manager logs on to the asset and gathers information about the
installed application inventory and required configuration, and raises or suppresses
vulnerabilities

Credentialed scan
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Adding the Full Scan Plus Scan Policy to JSA
Vulnerability Manager

To add the Full Scan Plus scan policy to JSA Vulnerability Manager, you must download the QVM Engine
for OpenVASNVTs RPMPackageManager (RPM) from IBM Fix Central and install it on your JSA Console.

• Ensure you have JSA 7.3.1, Patch 3 or later installed.

• Ensure the JSA Vulnerability Manager processor and scanner are enabled.

1. Download the RPM from IBM Fix Central and save it in the /store/rpms directory on the Console.

2. Type the following command to install the RPM on the JSA Console:

rpm -ivh /store/rpms/qvm-openvas-x.x-x.noarch.rpm

NOTE: In a High Availability environment, perform this step only on the primary console.

3. Type the following command to enable the Full Scan Plus scan policy:

/store/qvm/openvas/ openvas_switch.sh enable

NOTE: Complete this step on the Console only. This step deploys the configuration to the
entire system. No actions are required on Managed Hosts.

4. Run automatic updates by performing the following tasks:

a. On the navigation menu, click Admin to open the admin tab.

b. In the System Configuration section, click Auto Update.

c. Click Get New Updates.

d. If new updates appear on the list, click Install > All Updates.

NOTE: Youmust trigger Auto Update to complete the installation of the Full Scan Plus policy.
At this time, additional tools are downloaded and installed. The scan policy will be available
in the UI after this installation is complete. You must carry out this step, even if Auto Update
has already run for the current day.
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Running a Scan

Follow the steps below to run a scan with the Full Scan Plus policy.

1. Optional: Configure the new Full Scan Plus policy as required. For instructions on configuring a scan
policy, see “Configuring a Scan Policy” on page 208.

2. Create a Scan Profile and select Full Scan Plus, or the policy you created in Step 1 from the Scan Policies
menu. For instructions on creating a scan policy, see “Creating a Scan Profile” on page 209.

Configuring a Scan Policy

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you can configure a scan policy to meet any specific requirements for your
vulnerability scans. You can copy and rename a preconfigured scan policy or you can add a new scan policy.
You can't edit a preconfigured scan policy.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative > Scan Policies.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.

4. Type the name and description of your scan policy.

To configure a scan policy, you must at least configure the mandatory fields in the New Scan Policy
window, which are the Name and Description fields.

5. From the Scan Type list, select the scan type.

6. To manage and optimize the asset-discovery process, click the Asset Discovery tab.

7. To manage the ports and protocols that are used for a scan, click the Port Scan tab.

8. To include specific vulnerabilities in your patch scan policy, click the Vulnerabilities tab.

NOTE: The Vulnerabilities tab is available only when you select a patch scan.
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9. To include or exclude tool groups from your scan policy, click the Tool Groups tab

NOTE: The Tool Groups tab is available only when you select a zero-credentialed full-scan
or full-scan plus policy.

10. To include or exclude tools from a scan policy, click the Tools tab.

NOTE: The Tools tab is available only when you select a zero-credentialed Full Scan or Full
Scan Plus policy.

NOTE: If you do not modify the tools or tool groups, and you select the Full option as your
scan type, then all the tools and tool groups that are associated with a full scan are included
in your scan policy.

11.Click Save.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Creating a Scan Profile

In JSA Vulnerability Manager, you configure scan profiles to specify how and when your network assets
are scanned for vulnerabilities.

1. Click the Vulnerabilities tab.

2. In the navigation pane, click Administrative >Scan Profiles.

3. On the toolbar, click Add.
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When you create a scan profile, the only mandatory fields are Name and IP Addresses on the Details
tab of the Scan Profile Configuration page. In addition, you can also configure the following optional
settings.

• If you added more scanners to your JSA Vulnerability Manager deployment, select a scanner from
the Scan Server list. This step is unnecessary if you want to use dynamic scanning.

• To enable this profile for on-demand scanning, click the On Demand Scanning Enabled check box.

By selecting this option, youmake the profile available to use if youwant to trigger a scan in response
to a custom rule event. It also enables on-demand vulnerability scanning by using the right-click menu
on the Assets page.

• By selecting theDynamic Server Selection check box, you can choose the most appropriate scanner
that is available. Ensure that you define the scanners in the Administrative > Scanners page.

Security profiles must be updated with an associated domain. Domain-level restrictions are not
applied until the security profiles are updated, and the changes are deployed.

• To scan your network by using a predefined set of scanning criteria, select a scan type from the Scan
Policies list.

• If you configured centralized credentials for assets, click the Use Centralized Credentials check box.
For more information, see the JSA Administration Guide.

4. Click Save.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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